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DOCTOR PRAI E D. D. D.
Although an M. D., I acknowledge
to my patients and patrons that your
remedy, D. D. D., reaches cases of Ec
zema and permanently cures them.
Dr. Ira T. Gabbert, Caldwell, Kan.
"My cure began from the first application of D. D. D. My skin is now
as smooth as a baby's. I wouldn't take
a thousand dollars for what D. D. D.
has done for me," writes August Santo, of Chillicothe, Ohio.

LITTLE STORE

THE

We Have
Sweet Peas Seeds

These are just samples of letters
we are receiving
every day from
grateful patients all over the country.
"Worth its weight in gold," "All my

Bulk and Packages
25 Varieties.

pimples washed away by D. D. D.," "I
found instant relief," "D. D. D. is little short of miraculous." These are
the words of others in describing the
yreat skin remedr, D. D. D.
Proven by thousands of crres, for
ten years to be ab3olhtely harmless
and reliable in every case of skin
trolble, no hatter what it is.
Get a trial bottle today! Instant
relief only 25c.
Sold by Capital Pharmacy.

MARCH 17th THE DAY TO PLANT THEM

inter Grocery Co.
F.

Southern Corner Plaza. Ssnta

WE

Telephone No. 40.

Established 1856.

Incorporated 1903

eligman Bros. Co.
White Goods For Spring
Our beautiful lines for Spring repre-

sent the most complete assortment

choicest White Frabrics both
fancy and plain. We show the best
of everything for Waists, Gowns,
Undermuslins Childrens wear etc.

of

Protestant Episcopal Bishop of Sacramento writes: "I pledge my hearty
support and that of all the clergy of
this diocese in the movement for the
of tuberculosis.'
S. Adolphus Knight

prevention

of New
York, the well known authority on tuberculosis, in a statement issued for
the occassion says: "I venture to say
Long
that not in a few instances, as
result of tuberculosis sermons having
been preached by pastors,
priests,
Voile
Dnii&in iid
Tur.
rabbis, or even only physicians, much
I lit. UMLI MUUilU Ul .
because
not
has
only
resulted,
good
of the education of congregations in
of
out
the
to
boat,
get
tempting
the preventative measures, but beThe Graveyard Serenade.
which he and a companion had occu-- cause of the interest aroused for the
(By Hugh M. Ferriss.)
pied while hunting, the boat rocked, consumptive poor. I know that many
In the graveyard, dark and wan,
In some manner the hammer of the an unfortunate sufferer is indebted A Great Array of Dainty Materials Temptingly Priced
Once there dwelt the skeleton
gun caught and the weapon was dis for the amelioration of his condition
Of a stately Spanish Don
charged. The full charge entered thejor or hig cure tQ a Srmon prached
Of the old mediaeval day;
of his head and tore away the on tuberculosis."
back
Every night he'd creep to where
lower portion.
Dr. Lawrence F. Flick of PhiladelHis light love lay sleeping
FOR HALF A CENTURY THE LEADING DRY GOODS HOUSE
fair,
N""I CITY
Ccrved Each Other While Drunk
phia, the widely known Philadelphia
And with manner debonair
row
at San expert on tuberculosis,
drunken
of
a
As
result
the
"The
says:
Box 219
He would sing his ditties gay.
39
Jose, Bernalillo county, on Sunday WOrk of stamping out tuberculosis is
to
be
said
woman
a
over
with
the
sucn
;n
morning,
perfect harmony
In her graveyard grotto,
named Acosta, Crescencio Mesa is ly- - spirit of religion that it is but natural
He would sing of love staccato
in
a
the to ask the ministers of religion to
precarious condition
ing in
As he strummed an obligato
hospital, having a deep operate by giving the use of their
On his thigh bones with his wrists;
wound1 In the stomach and An-- ! church organizations
for the educat-toniAnd her bones that slumbered there, knife
Ortiz is in jail, also cut, but j0nal part of the campaign.
Not until
a
such
jaunty air,
Hearing
He tried to get away an the people have gotten a clear con- not
seriously.
Rose to meet him, and the pair
but was arrested at Isleta. He blames cention of what tuberculosis means
Kept their cryptic, bony tryst.
and of what is necessary for its exter- strong drink for the affair.
mination will it be possible to inaug- Perched upon her marble stone,
CLERGYMEN AND LAYMEN
urate measures for prevention which
In a lovely monotone,
ENDORSE TUBERCULOSIS DAY. Science has demonstrated as practic- He would tell her, bone for bone,
able and feasible.
Knowledge must
How he thought her form divine;
Bishop come before action is possible and
Champ Clark, Dr. Cadman,
He would dwell upon her skull
Scarborough and Others Approve
there is no agency on earth through
With a pathos beautiful,-And- ,
of the Movement.
which knowledge can be so quickly
with gesture 'lovable,
Statements of opinion approving and so efficiently extended to all the
Idolize her graceful spine.
Tuberculosis Day, which will be ob- people as through the churches."
The National Association for the
served on or about April 30th, from
He would sing, "O, I am fain
and Prevention of Tuberculosis
and
Study
medical,
lay
clerical,
prominent
Of your empty, windy brain,
furnish
free of charge material
will
in
issued
the
were
authorities
today
AH my joints with lyric pain,
the National Asso- for preaching on tuberculosis to any
Thrill beneath your soulless eyes; form of bulletin by
ciation for the Study and Prevention clergyman applying at its office, 105
I'm enamored of your shin,
of Tuberculosis.
Among those who East 22nd Street, New York,
And your tibia, so thin,
movement are His
the
endorsed
have
And you set and brittle gri- nand
HOW'S THIS?
Eminence Cardinal Gibbons
Bony bits of Paradise!"
Bishops,
We offer One Hundred Dollara Reseveral Roman Catholic
many prominent bishops of the Pro- ward for any case of Catarrh that canBut his fancy broke his heart,
testant Episcopal Church, several de not be cured by Hall's Catarrh Cure.
And he plucked himself apart,
nominations and interdenominational F. J. CHENEY & CO., Toledo, O.
Bone by bone with solemn art,
societies, Doctor S. Adolphus Knopf,
We, the undersigned, have known
Sad, detached, laborious care;
and Lawrence F. Flick, Hon. Champ F. J. Cheney for the last 15 years, and
Never skeleton had died
clergymen believe him perfectly honorable in all
Clark, many prominent
FOR YOUR GARDEN DON'T YOU NEED A WHOLE LOT OF
In such stately suicide,
and others.
business transactions and financially
NEW TOOLS?
And the winds from far and wide
to
Na
a
the
in
letter
Champ Clark
WE HAVE THEM, DON'T BORROW YOUR NEIGHBOR'S.
able to carry out any obligations made
Caught and blew him everywhere. tional
Association says: "I am m aooo toy 1MB firm.
WC no NOT CO TO CCCD" IN OUP DLIQIMCCO, OUT- KECH Uf
"Student
TJniversity
Washington
'
TO DATE WITH ALL THE RELIABLE BRANDS OF HARDWARE
sympathy witn trie movement wnicn
WALDING, KINNAN & MARVIN,
Life."
to
IN ABUNDANCE.
your Association is doing so much
Wholesale Druggists, Toledo, O.
cannot learn too much
is taken interCure
Catarrh
Fever Emilio forward. We
Hall's
Died of Typhoid
about the dread scourge, for we canRamirez died at San Miguel, Dona
acting directly upon the blood
Wood-Davi- s
not intelligently fight that which nally,
mucous surfaces of the system.
and
Ana county, of typhoid fever.
understand.
not
do
we
thoroughly
sent free. Price 75c.
Testimonials
James M. Curry
power."
Sandoval
bottle. Sold by all Druggists.
county, and Knowledge
of Senorito,
We
If
S. Parker Cadman of Brooklyn per
Rev.
of Espanola
Miss Madge Kedcham
Take Hall's Family Pills for
1
mat your war
trust
sincerely
says:
14.
were married at 2:30 o'clock yester14.
It is a
on tuberculosis will prosper.
day afternoon at the parsonage of the
and should have the support
war
real
First M. E. church in Albuquerque.
of every right minded citizen and of You
Need
Rev. C. O. Beckman officiating.
all of our churches of every kind.
Arrested Three We remember with great pleasure
A
Three Brother
brothers named Barela from Barela, and equal profit the tuberculosis day
were in justice of peace court at Albu of 1910."
AND
querque, for taking joy rides on a bi
The Right Rev. John Scarborough,
one
some
claimed
which
cycle,
they
Bishop of New Jersey of the Protest
RATON
had mysteriously placed into their ant Episcopal Church commends the
YANKEE!front yard. They were let go with a movement and speaks of the literaCERRILLOS
of,
use
reprimand.
for
the
clergy
ture prepared
inCivic Spirit at Las Palomas Even men in these words: "I am greatly
Anthracite Coal all Sizes, Smithiiog Coal. Steam Coal.
old Las Palomas in Sierra county is terested in the effort to check the
Sawed Wood and Kindling.
feeling the civic spirit and the people spread of tuberculosis by using the
Your
are planning improvements. Frank ounce of prevention' in time.
CAPITAL COAL. YARD.
Worden has just erected the first circular of information ra so admir
85
windmill in town which pumps water able that I want every clergyman in
Telephone 85
Telephone
for a public trough for horses, which the diocese of New Jersey to receive
one."
lie has pipr-- d in front of his store,
The Right Rev. W. H. Moreland,
Hc"c3ut3 at Las Cruces The
that our Tailoring is perfect because
Scouts
Cruces
at
Las
Hoy
have organ
that fact is well known all over town.
REAL ESTATE AND INSURANCE
ized by electing Dale Lane, patrol
TO CURE A COLD IN ONE DAY
But we may remind you that we have
leader and Cyril Kennedy, corporal, Take LAXATIVE EROMO Quinine Tablet
received a fine line of Spring
Professor J. H. Wagner of the public Druggl&tsiefundmoneylf it alls to cure E just
Suitings and Overcoatings and that
teoyed anl unimproved City Property, Orchards
schools is the scoutmaster. The boys W. GROVE'S signature Is oo each box 2
or
have
either
now is your chance to
andRancl.es; Also a number of the finest Fruit and
are planning a twodays hike to the Or
in
We
to
Alfalfa
Ranches
order.
made
the
both
up
your
Espanola Valley with the Very Best of water rights
gan Mountains on June 1.
We
Have
Built
and
and
a
fit
one
of
finest
finish,
on the Tesuque at a Bargain "
Up
and
orchards
the
you
give
perfect
Fighting Smallpox in Union County
Since New Year, 412 cases of
you will be satisfied with the charge,
have been reported in Union coun
too.
Modern Residences for Rent.
ty. County Physician Edmondson
101 Washington Ave
vaccinated 1,800 persons in that time,
103
One man who refused to have his
Ave.
child vaccinated was fined and given
100 days in jail. He paid his fine, and
having his child vaccinated promptly

nwiv

GIVE GASH REGISTER TICKETS
ALL CASH PURCHASES

WITH

JUST HALF IN BED.
I. A. Decker,
Clyde, Ky.- - Mrs
writes from Clyde: "I recommend
tonic, to any
Cardui, the woman's
For
woman In need of a remedy.
five yean, I was unable to do my
own work.
Half my time was spent
in bed.
At last I tried Cardui. Now
I am well and happy, and can do my
own work." Don't suffer pain, headache, backache, and other womanly
miseries, when your own druggist
has on hia shelf a remedy for such
Get a bottle for
troubles Cardui.
As a general tonic for
your shelf.
weak women, nothing has been found
for 50 years that would take its place.
It will help you.
Try it.

realize that she is likely to need many,
many more to win eventually. Twenty
girls will tour Europe as the guests
of the News and Miss MeFie will
surely be sent by her friends. Las
Cruces is far south to receive the
News but nevertheless friends of the
MeFie's are sending in subscriptions
and are taking pride in this daughter
of New Mexico, highly educated as
she is and a representative western
girl securing this very desirable trip
to Europe.
Miss MeFie is a teacher
in the schools of Santa Fe and a3
you all know is the youngest daughter
of Judge MeFie and Mrs. MeFie. Rio
Grande Republican.
Asks $1,500 Damages Charles Fowler filed a suit in the district court at
Albuquerque, asking judgment against
the Continental Casualty company of
j Indiana for $1,500,
alleged to be due
Fowler
on violation of contract.
claims he had an accident policy with
the Continental company that while
working in the local Santa Fe shops
he sustained injuries which disabled
him and that he is entitled to $1,500
under the terms of his policy, which
the company has failed to give him.
Same Old Story Gustave Thiebault
about 30 years of age, was instantly
killed at Mary, Arizona, by the acci- -

J

Dr.

j

Persian Lawns

India Linons
Dotted Swisses
Nainsook
Poplin
Dimity

Cloth
Flaxon

Batiste

1

j
j

Louis Napoleon
Groceries and Delacatessen

CREAM PUFFS, BREAD, ETC

FRESH CAKES

PIES

P.O.

j

EVERY DAY

Phone

j

SMOKED BLOATERS FOR LENTEN OBSERVERS
IMPORTED OLIVE OIL

o

H ERES WHERE W GO

j

The Simplest and Most Compact Gasoline Engine Ever
Constructed. Its small but extremely powerful, makes
a power pumping plant out of any windmill pump.

ltGftRDEWINC

'

ANY BOY
CAN R U

THIS
ENGINE.

P

All-H-

guarantee the Farm Pump Engine with reasonable care
to run without trouble or bother as long as kept properly
lubricated and supplied with clean gasoline.
We

Price $70.00 fo b Madison, Wis.
We can furnish any horse power engine required

for your

For sale by

work.

FRANK F. GORMLEY,

WHOLESALE,

Santa Fe,

N. M.

RETAIL

&

Flour Hay, Grain, Potatoes and Salt.
Sole Agents For INTERNATIONAL
ALFALFA SEED.

All kinds

Thenly

of flowers, garden

&

Hardware Co.

STOCK FOOD.

Curry-Kedcha-

field seeds in bulk and package

1

Have it.
Phone

Its Hardware

Phone

exclusive grain house in Santa Fe

Don't

Reminder

Phone vBlack

FuGENio

i

Phone Black

LEO HERSCH

45

LUMBER

&

45

Romero
COAL YARD
Lump, nut and
mine run coal

Lumber and all kinds
of building material

wkM

t

IIP

AIP
rUi JAIX

Julius Mur alter F. M. JONES.

RIDE IN THE MOON

the jail sentence was remitted.
TAILOR.
Big Timber Contract Closed The
Cor. Palace and Washington Avenue.
forest service has closed a contract
for the cutting of 3,333,333 feet Board
Measure on the Jemes forest west of
HACK LINE
Santa Fe and adjoining the Baca Lo
cation grant. About 100,000 ties will
Prom
be cut and the forest service receives
TO TAOS
BARRANCA
$2.50 per thousand feet. Twenty-fivWE HANDLE LUMBER
per cent of the proceeds, a little over In
South
large quantities and have very Meets Both North
$2,000 will go into the school and road
modern facility for furnishing the
Bounds
Trains.
funds of Sandoval
and Santa Fe
very best rough or dressed
counties.
Leaves Barranca on the arrival ot
Lumber
Miss MeFie Ahead in Contest Miss of every
the
north bound train and arrives at
are
thua
We
description.
Taos at 7 p. m.
Amelia MeFie, who is well known in
enabled to make the very beat prices
Ten miles shorter than any other
Las Cruces, her parents having lived for Lumber of such high grade.
here 13 years, is the leader in the con- We will be plea'sed to figure on your way. Good covered hack and good
teams.
test of the Rock Mountain News of contracts.
Denver, in the New Mexico field.
Miss MeFie has now several thousand
votes to the "good" but her friends

lOOD'IS

e

$1,500
We repair and care for all makes
GASOLINE AND SUPPLIES.

SiNTA FE GARAGE

SrsiTS.

Ffti?

TH0WAS P. DELQAD0, Mgr.

30 H.

Lump

-

i

Phone Red 100

P.

Screened

-

YARD ON HICKOX STREET, NEAR
NEW MEXICO CENTRAL DEPOT.

Phone Red 100

WHOLESALE
RETAIL

Palace Ave.

Charles W. Dudrow FARE

i

Palace

LIVERY STABLE
Fine Rigs, Reliable Horses Single
Buggies, Surries, Saddle Horses.

CALL

UP

'Phone

9

CHAS. CLGSSON

Wxa h

I&ed f Airyffihsr
in fee UYHLY
Drii ets Toralsted.

Den Caspar

US.

At.

ST $5.00

HOSTESS'

f Zook's Pharmacy
Phone 213

MARCH

WINDS

CHAPS

Chapped, red, rough, cracked and inflamed skin is usuallythe result
of exposure to the March winds. Such unpleasant conditions may
not be entirely preventable, but they can be made less annoying.
HAZEL
Perhaps we qan help you, we have ZOOK'S BENZOIN WITCH
and ALMOND CREAM for the use of all wintry skins, and to keep
your complexion perfect in all kinds of weather.

Zooks Pharmacy
Phone 213

i
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RESULTS THAT REMAIN

Are Appreciated by Santa Fe People,
ache and kidney complaint have tried
one remedy after another, finding only
temporary benefit. This is discouraging, but there is one special kidney
medicine that cures permanently and
there is plenty o proot right here in
Santa Fe.
Here 13 the testimony of one who
used Doan's Kidney Pills years ago,
and now states that the cure was lasting.
Miss Adela Arias, 106 Griffin SL,
Santa Fe, N. M., says: "There Is no
praise too strong lor me to give
Doan's Kidney Pills. The splendid results I obtained from their use several years ago has been permanent
and for that reason, my confidence in
them has increased. I suffered from a
dull, heavy ache In the small of my
back and was subject to headaches
and dizzy spells. I always felt tired,
had no ambition and was poor in
health when I procured Doan's Kidney
Pills. It did not take them long to
cure me and from that day to this,
I have been free from kidney complaint. I willingly confirm the public
statement I gave in January, 1907, telling of my experience with Doan's Kid-

ney Pills."
For sale by all dealers. Price 50
cents. Foster-MllburCo., Buffalo,
New York, sole agents for the United
States.
Remember the name Doan's and
take no other.
n

NOTICE.

The annual meeting of the stockholders of the New Mexico Telephone
Company will be held at its office,
northwest corner plaza, Santa Fe, N.
II., Friday, April 21, 1911, 3 p. m.
If you want anything oft earth
a New Mexican Want Ad.

MfiljlL

try

LAUNDRY

For Best Laundry Work

s

S

BOY

Difference Pointed Out Between British" and American Organizations
ERNEST SETON THOMPSON

B

He Is Planning an Interchange
of Visits Between Two
Continents.
Ernest

Chief
Seton,
Thompson
Scout of the Boy Scouts of America
who recently returned from a visit to
the Boy Scouts of Great Britain, has
written a letter to the Boys of the
United States. He praises the boys
of America and says that the American Boys are in many ways superior
He writes
to the British Scouts.
that the American Boys are specially
to
skilled in all matters pertaining
camping out, while the English Boys
Mr.
are better disciplined.
Seton
suggests that a troop of the finest Boy
Scouts of America be sent to England
soon to show the American attainments in scouting and that a British
troop be sent over here. This question i3 now being considered by the
Executive Boardtand should such an
exchange of international courtesies
be decided upon, much care will be
taken in selecting the troop to go to
s
The following is Mr.
England.
Set-on'-

letter:
Cos Cob, Conn., April 16, 1911.
To the Boy Scouts:
Last week I returned to this land
of sunshine after spending a couple
One
of months in our motherland.
of my objects in going there was to

compare not3

with

British

the

Baden-Powel-

l,

-

Thursdays
Fridays
organizations.
All work is guaranteed: your
soc&s are mended and buttons
Faithfully yours,
sewed ori you shirts, without
Ernest Thompson Seton,
(Signed)
extra charge.
Chief Scout.
PHONE RED 122. PHONS? RED 22.
Beard Praises the Early Scouts.

FIRST CLASS

BATH

ROOM

T. W. ROBERT'S
O. K. BARBER SHOP
247 San Francisco StSanta Fe,N

M

THE SCHOOL OF
AMERICAN ARCHAEOLOGY.

Net

The

Summer Field Session Will

MyfMtiTh&(t

Be Held in Rito de los Frijoles,

RECIPROCITY

ift.t
t'jrti.o
r- - ti.f a
tit. I

Near Santa Fe.

ljr.

i

HT.nlT-r.!i
K.

r

t

i:K

pig-ski-

Sir Robert
Scouts.
the Chief gave a luncheon to enable
American visitor to meet those
basket leaves Monday Tuesday the
who were active in British scouting
and
Returns Thursday
Friday. and we had many important ideas
AGENCY atO. K. Barber Shop and experiences to exchange. Their
chief troubl- - is much the same , as
Mrs. P O. BROWN Ag'ent
ours, namely, the scarcity of good
scout masters. But our American
Phone No 23 Red
Scouts are ahead in many ways as
well as in numbers. I found, for
example, that our boys are far more
Open Day and Night
skillful in everything that pertains to
a
La Salle Restaurant
camping out. This is doubtless
matter of climate and opportunity.
CHAS. GANN, Prop.
I found, on the other hand, that the
English boys were better disciplined.
wo Ijoora below F. Andrews Store
Another thing that struck me was
REGULAR MEALS 25c
that the American boys seemed to
have greater lung power than the
SHORT ORDERS AT ALL HOURS
English lad. The English boys do
not give their yells with the same
BOARD BY THE WEEK $5 00
enthusiasm and power that the
American Boys do. I like especially
French Noodle order 20c. dish.
among
this expression of enthusiasm
New York Chop Suey 50c.
'
me American Boys.
It is proposed that we send one
W- - H. KERR,
of our finest troops over there in the
near future to demonstrate our methAgents HUBBS LAUNDRY
and our cousins oiver here. Such
ods,
Phone us, wewillbegladtocallforyour
of visits would doubtai
interchange
on
and
Mondays
Tuesdays
aundry
less be of immense advantage to both
and deliver on
and

Whenever yon want an easy shave
As good as barbers ever Rave,
Just call on me at ray salon
At morn or eve or busy noon
I'll curl and dress the hair with
I'll suit the contour of your face. grace
My razor sharp and scissors keen.
My shop Is neat and .owelsare clean
And everything I think you'll find
To salt the taste and please the ralnd.

Such a man was Daniel Boone, SiMrs. Augusta Stetson, the foremost
All
mon Kenton and Davy Crockett.
Christian SeieiiMs since
VIEWS
living
the
of thera were gentlemen, and what is
passing of Mrs. Eddy, and by many remore, they were all moral men. Dan-!r- l
garded as Mrs. Eddy's successor in
Boone never used a vulgar or proChristiin Science leadership, writes
OH
fane expression in his life. The old
on "Christian Science as it Keally is"
hunter never took a life willin the May Columbian. Is is impos
ingly or if he could help it. Ho was
sible for the most
hostile critic of
a man with a mission; they were all Sir
Christian Science not to be inter stcd
Wilfred
R
L.
Laurier,
a
mission.
men inspired with
Any
in what this remarkable woman says,
one of them would have won a place
Borden, Senators Cummins and in her
belief that Mrs. Eddy will
in the university football learn. They
sooner or later rise from what is caland
McCumber
defrom
and
their
were all good men,
led death to take part again in the
scendants we are filling the halls of
earth
life.
Congress and the Senate today with
Augustus Post, the famous
the best men we have got. They are
and aerial editor of the Columbian,
leading in finance, they are loading
tells all about the latest feats of the
in the professions from the energy deThose Mrs. Augusta Stetson Tells of binhnen, of how and for how much,
rived from those pioneers.
and women too, are being taught to
Christian Science as It
are the men I want to bo the heroes
fly and the use of flying machines in
of our boys, but not the Jack Shep-parReally Is.
war and peace.
or the Jessie James type we
President Lynch, of the National
have in our country, not Koliin Hood
t
Sir Wilfred Laurier, Prime Minister League, gives a
of the seaJack.
the robber and
We want to make our scouts men, of Canada, and virtual ruler now and son's baseball that cannot fail to comand mostly men of mind, men of chiv- for fifteen years past of half of mand the attention and stir the enalry, men who can do things and be North America, i3 the leading con- thusiasm of everyone who loves the
great American game.
There Is a
things."
tributor to the Columbian Magazine humorous and almost a'
pathetic side
A Scout Masters School at Silver Bay
for May.
Following the latest photo- to Wallace Watson's description of
The executive board of the Boy
Scouts of America has decided to take graph of Sir Wilfrid, socially auto- veteran baseball players getting rid
ot
flesh in Southern trainadvantage of the great numbers of graphed for the Columbian, are the ingsuperfluous
quarters.
young men who will be at the Boys' Dominion Premier's views on reciproAlbert Ellery Bergh's comment on
Workers Camp, at Silver Bay, Lake city and the
commercial relations be- leading theatrical attractions makes
comthe
New
York,
during
George,
tween the United States and Canada, the reader wish to see acted the plots
ing summer, and to establish a Scout
Masters' School there. As there will opening with the great Canadian ald stories that are so charmingly
u,ted and Mr- I!'rgh's championship
be many young men attending the
expressions of earnest ot
the
citizens who
in
interested
camp
are
who
camp
hope that the year 191 will witness
planned and sustained the New Theawork, it was decided that it would be an international celebration
honin
ter is an able tribute to most estiadvantageous to run this school for or of one hundred
years of peace be- mable efforts, which have met, in
the benefit of the workers among tween
Great Brtain and the I'nited sveral instances, with signal success.!
boys. It is likely that Ernest ThompMr. Middieton, in "Coronations Past
Hon. R. L. Borden, leader of
States.
of
the
Scout
Boy
son Seton, Chief
Scouts of America, and Daniel Carter
Beard, National Scout Commissioner,
Camp
will attend the Silver Bay
and will be actively interested in instructing the men who want to beThe Executive
come Scout Masters.
Board will be glad to establish Scout
f
Masters' Schools in any other camps
vaof boy workers. There have been
rious Scout Masters' school in differ
ent parts of the country, but up to
the present no attempt has been
made to have unity in the methods
of instruction. The Executive Board,
L,
however, is now making plans to have
!
this instruction for scout masters carried on in a thoroughly systematized
manner.
"
Work Progressing on New Manuals.
K
sv
The work on the two new manuals
to be issued by the Boy Scouts of
Iti
America is going on rapidly and will,
;.
of
hands
the
in
be
in a few weeks,
the printers. It is hoped to have
I'M
iW - i
them ready by June 1. Among the
men who are writing them are: Dr.
i
George J. Fisher of the International
Y. M. C. A.; Major Charles Lynch,
4F
' '
Medical Director of the American
If fv
Red Cross; Ernest Thompson Seton,
Chief Scout of the Boy Scouts of
America; Arthur A. Carey of
Mass.; Waldo M. Sherman, H.
W. Gibson, Secretary of the Boys'
Work of Massachusetts and Rhode
Island; John L. Alexander, who has
MRS. AUGUSTA STETSON.
autiv-cllntr3oted in boys'
work for many years, and James E.
West, Executive Secretary of the Boy the Opposition in t ie Canadian Par- and Present," gives a
beautifully
The various
Scouts of America.
modern times.
As King George
liament, gives his reasons for objectand
read
approved ing to reciprocity, and Sir Donald V, whose
chapters are being
of
by the editorial board, consisting of Mann, the Canadian railway magnate, the same name we kicked out a good
Wm. D. Murray, George D. Pratt and states that
reciprocity will injure the many years ago, is to be crowned in
A. A. Jameson.
Canadian railways.
As the recipro- June, Mr. Middleton's article is esNew York Boy Scouts Enthusiastic. city agreement is certain to be adopt- pecially interesting.
Lorillard Spencer, Jr., President of ed by the Canadian Parliament, and,
Richard H. Clark, the distinguishthe New York City Local Council of as since the Sir Donald Mann state- ed historian of "The Bench
and the
has ment, Canadian Pacific railway stock Bar," and of "The Catholic
the Boy Scouts of America,
Church in
in has risen to 225, Sir Donald's predic
rounded up the scout masters
the United States," writes interestingGreater New York and suburbs in ion seems to have a substantial foun- ly on
"May Day Celebrations." Raysummer.
for
the
activities
dation.
planning
mond F. Barnes continues to prove
He has behind him many influential
Following the views of these emi- that
that amounts to anymen and women who are interested nent Canadians Senator Cummins of body everybody
can afford an automobile. Jean
in philanthropic and educational Iowa, the noted Republican insurgent, Carrington teils how a June bride can
work. He recently gathered scout declares himself for reciprocity, with fif herself out if she has a
good natur-emasters and members of the New the important qualification that it
with a bank account, and the
pa'
York Council in the Automobile Club shall not be confined to farm pro short stories which are about
equally
of America, and held a general dis- ducts, and Senator McCumber,
of, the flavored with smiles and tears and
cussion on several questions of in- farming state of North Dakota, pro shivers.
The writers of these stories
terest to the boys. One of the points nounces
unqualifiedly
against the include
European as well
that Mr. Spencer asked the scout proposed arrangement.
as American names.
Among several
Would you like to be worth a few good poems "Wild Rose," by J. I. C.
masters to thresh out was the best
means of enabling the boys to get millions?
Say when! But how about Clark, may be mentioned as a delightuniforms. He keenly appreciates the having the millions and the Federal ful example of Mr. Clark's
eagerness of the boys to wear the boy penitentiary at Atlanta staring you in poetic talent.
The May Columbian
The may be said to surpass in every featscout uniforms. The reports of the the face at the same time!
scout masters also prove this, and second installment of "The Gamblers" ure that makes for the highest excelshow that the qualities of thrift and in the May Columbian tells how it is lence, all previous numbers of that
among the boys are be- to feel that way. Don't miss it that "Altogether Different Magazine" and
It will make there could be no higher commendating brought out in their efforts to is. the May Columbian.
get the uniforms. One scoutmaster you less likely to be envious when ion.
reported that his boys gave clam you see that Wall Street man streak- lust rated description of some of the
chowder dinners and acted as wait- ing by In his $20,000 touring car.
most gorgeous pageants of ancient
ers thereby raising money which was
paid into the patrol troop treasury.
hhj K.iHmimnuwiui
Other boys have been making shirts
75- 3
similar to navy jumpers. The Boy
Scouts in Rockville Center, L. I., have
been borrowing money from their
parents on the promise to pay it back
on the instalment plan. Other scouts
have been giving shows. The scout
masters generally agreed that it was
better to have the boys do something
to earn a little hit of money in order
It
to pay for the suits, and said that
into
boys entered enthusiastically
this plan. Many of the boys have
Mr. Spencer has
suggested plans.
made plans for arranging a series of
hikes in and about New York city.
He has obtained the
of
, i'
i O r1
the Commissioner of Parks, who has
to
to
promised
permit the boys
camp
in the big park in the Bronx.
v
i(

DIVERGENT

CAMPERS

GOOD

PACE THREE

Scout
National
Daniel C. Beard,
Commissioner of the Boy Scouts of
America, who is a favorite among
boys, has this to say about the heroes of the Old World and of the New:
"I would cut off the Old World ideas
of heroes, who taught the world scouting, because they were up against
the finest set of savages God ever
created. The wild Indians scalped
us and made men of us and taught
A tenus how to behave ourselves.
derfoot who went out West in the
old days did not live long at all, and
the passing minute man soon decorated the wigwam of the Indian. It
was the man on the job who had all
his faculties all the time that lived.
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The 5owels

bis Frijoh s, near Santa Fe.
Facili
ty's will be given students to
or to participate in the .cava'ioii!t
no'', in progress at Tyuonyl,
nearby
Talus Pueblo and cliff dwellings.
kx.
cursions will be made to facilitate a
study of botanical and other nviron-menta- l
conditions of the tribes dwelling in this vicinity.
Miring AiiRUKf.
lectures will lie given cm the distribution and culture of the tribes in the
Southwestern portion of the United
States: on the evolution of design as
shown in ancient Pueblo art: on the
native language, and methods of reA course will he giv n
cording them.
by Dr. Iewis G. Paton, formerly director of the American School in Jerusalem of the Archaeological Institute
on "The Ancient Semof America,
ites," to afford an opportunity of a
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Want's Name Changed.
To the Editor:
Those who, like the writer,
have
comparative study of culture develop- spent years in the Southwest,
are
Kast-erment in semi-ariregions in the
greatly interested in the project to
and Western Continents.
Other turn the territories of Arizona and
lectures for comparative studies are New Mexico into states. The former
being arranged. At the close of the came very near admission in the clossession opportunity will be given to ing weeks of the last session; the latvisit the Pueblos of Taos, and Acoma, ter has not reached
as hopeful a
Government
and
the
excavations stage.
The cause of opposition to
in the Mesa the statehood of New Mexico seems to
among the
Verde National Park, Colorado. The the writer rather negative than posidirector of the School of American tive. Few Congressmen have ever
in
Archaeology is located in Santa Fe. become warmly interested
that
New Mexico.
And let me suggest that
territory.
one thing which lias much to do with
One Conductor Helped Back to Work, this indifference,
is the name.
I,et
Mr. Wilford Adams is his name, the people of the would-hstate take
he writes. "I was confined to my bed one of the great nanus which our
with chronic rheumatism and used people love, and affix that, to the mag-twbottles of Foley's Kidney Heme- - niflccnt domain; call it by the name of
dy with good effect. The third bottle t)H, author of the Declaration of Input me on my feet and I resumed deiendeiieo, the father of the
as conductor on the Lexington. isiiii valley and Western states.
It. will do all second
and third presi-yoKy., Street Railway.
s
claim in cases of rheumatism." It d.nt o the Uepublie, Thomas
the blood of uric acid.
For fcrson.
sale by all druggists.
Tne 8tafv of .Tefft.r8on WOuld win
friends
instantly and hold them
rongly. A deserved honor would be
20 YEARS AGO TODAY
given to one too little remembered
(Prom the New Mexican of this date by the people at large; and the ex- 1S91.)
'ample set by the state in the North-- !
west which adopted the name of our
carried
Cards were received here today an first President Washington
would be
nouncing the approaching marriage forward by this action,
of Fenten Hawkins, late of St. Louis, worthy of imitation in the organizato Miss Henry, daughter of Hon. tion of future states. There is a great
in
deal of value and Inspiration
Edward Henry of Las Vegas.
all means, let us see the
Miss Mav Malleson, niece of Major :lm,,Rand Mrs. Palen, has returned from a memorial term, which has so long
six weeks' visit to Mr. and Mrs. K. uen borne by our neighbors in the
vMy of t,,e uio Grande, replaced by
J. McLean at Albuquerque.
more historic name; and every
John 11. Knaebel, Esq. is in Wash- - 'a still ln
,.l
state
le I n.on w,H greet with
will
and
the
Delgado
arrange
ington
of the
adtntssion
,0,lfl
,he
a''dTai
S
contempt case before the U. S.
stlUe
preme court there on Monday.
CHARLES HENRY POPE.
Hon. L. Spiegclberg, president of
the Second National Bank, expects to Cambridge, Mass. AprH J 7.
go East, about the middle of May to
I
visit relatives in New York.
IflirP
LHUILu.
Colonel Edward Haren of the Santa
We can promise you a clear, clean
Fe is again in this city.
The Rev. Job Turner, the venerable skin and a beautiful complexion if you
missionary of the Episcopal church to use 2EMO and ZEMO SOAP according
deaf mutes, is in the city and will be to directions.
ZEMO is a skin beautifier and a sci- present at the Church of the Holy
Faith tomorrow morning and evening. entific preparation for the treatment
In the evening the sermon will baof eczema, pimples, dandruff and all
on the mission to the deaf mutes and diseases of the skin and scalp. ZEMO
e
Mr. Turner will interpret it at the SOAP is the nicest, best lathering
to the deaf mutes of Mr. Lar-- j tiseptic soap you ever U3ed for toilet
or bath.
son's school.
Sold by druggists everywhere and
The electric light company will
double the capacity of its plant at in Santa Fe by The Capital Pharmacy.
"
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NEW MEXICO MILITARY INSTITUTE

Roswell, New Mexico.
"The West Point of the Southwest"
Ranked by United States War Depart
ment as "Distinguished
Institution."
Array officers detailed by War Department.

fr
L

'&

-

IT

v

FJ

Z

vS

Thorough Academic course, preparing
young men for college or business life.
Great amouat of open air work. Health
Jest location of any Military School in
the Union.
Located in the beautiful
Pecos Valley, the garden spot of the

k

i

r

west-a- t
an elevatioa of 3700 feet above
sea level, sunshine every day, but little
ram or snow during session.
Fourteen Officers and Instructors, all
graduates from standard eastern colleges
J jmI!IdW thoroughly furnished
heated, lighted and modern in all respects.

REGENTS--

A. CAHOON President

E

J.

P. WHITE, Treasurer;
W. M. ATKINSON, Secretary,
and W. A. FLNLAY.

For particulars and illustrated catalogue address, CoL JAS. W. WILSON,
Superintendeut

PIAN05
Chickering Bros.
Bush and Lane.

Co.

Learnard-Lindeman-

PIANOS

V

Schiller.
Victor

ten months.
They have hundreds of
satisfied customers in New Mexico
and Arizona.
A letter, a telegram or a telephone
to them regarding pianos, prices and
terms will prove to prospective piano
buyers that the firm of Learnard-Lin-demaCo. will meet every customer
more than half way in making the
purchase of a piano a simple ?nd satisfactory business transaction, not one
of doubt and uncertainty.
n

Jesse-Frenc-

Milton and the World Famous Cecilian
Interior Player Pianos, and many
other makes.
This firm has purchased over six
car loads of pianos during the past
LEARNARD-LINDEMAN-

::

The Square Music Dealers

SANTA FE OFFICE

N

Albuquerque,

N. M.

CO.
:: Established

1900

WITH SANTA FE TRAIL CURIO CO.

1

'

Suit for Divorce In. the. district
court at Albuquerque David tirioste
filed
suit asking a divorce from his
wife, Elena M. de Urioste. The couple
were married In Las Vegas in July,
190S.
The plaintiff alleges abandon-

4
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Successor to B. P. Williams

jf;

ment.

vegetable ingredients, and has a specific curative effect on the womanly
organs. Try a bottle today. At your
druggist's.

LIVERY

I

HELPLESS AS A BABY.
Valley Heiglass, Va.. Mrs. Jennie
B. Kirby, in a letter from this place,
says: "I was sick In bed for nine
troubles. I
months, with womanly
was so weak and helpless, at times,
that I could not raise jny head off the
pillow. I commenced to take Cardui,'
and I saw it was helping me, at once.
Now, I can work all day.'' As a tonic,
for weak women, nothing has been
found, for fifty years, that would take
the place of Cardui. It will surely do
you good. Cardui is prepared from

fs

.1

have purchased the entire stock of horses & equipment formerly
owned by B. P. Williams and will continue to operate it as a FIRST
1

y

'

$
')'

where we will be ready at all times of day or night jf!
$
furnish
to
you with any kind of a ng you may want. I will $
jji
Ik
is. onHonvor tn irivp nrnmnf ani pffiripnt corviro and truct In mar-i-t
CLASS

I

LIVERY

your patronage.

:

:

::

::

AT 310 SAN FRANCISCO ST.

Phone
SENATOR CUMMINS, OF IOWA.

139 Red
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BUILDER.
The man without the creative
A MASTER

NEW MEXICAN

f
in
N. ESPE.
THEODORE
HARRY
D.
MOl'LTON.
stinct merely cumbers the earth. To
THE NEW MLXICAN PRINTING COMPANY PUBLISHERS.
sit about and vegetate, to live up the
PAUL A. F. WALTER
FRANK P. STURGE3,
and Superintendent. substance that some one else has
Editor and President.
MQULTON-ESP- E
provided, to go' through the world
JOHN K. fcTAUFFER, Secretary-Treasurewithout any definite object, is the
worst kind of irreligion
and blasEntered aa Second C!as"? Matt er at the Santa Fe Fostoffice.
The name "Chalmers" on a Motor Car means the same as the word
phemy a human being can commit. To
RATES OF SUBSCRIPTION.
$3.50 strive merely to accumulate wealth,
Tteily, six months, by mail
25
"Sterling" on Silver.
Daily, per week, by carrier
1.00 o" to satisfy low instincts, apix-titeWeekly, six months
.75
carrier...
to
and
by
fun
tnontb,
and
Daily, per
have
passions, merely
2.00
65 Weekly, per year
to slide through Vife as easily as posDaily, per month, by mail
50
7.00 Weekly, per quarter
Santa Fe; New Mexico
HARRY D. MOULTON,
sible is the mark of the degenerate.
Daily, per year, by mail
It is the man who labors to' achieve
Agent Chalmers Motor Co., Detroit, Mich.
the betterment of humanity- or to
OFFICIAL PAPER OF SANTA FE COUNTY.
sf.rvo nr tn iitiilr thnt wliirh i tinbl-It is sent to
The New Mexican ia the oldest newspaper in New Mexico.
,)..,ltifn, ven thoulrh inc,WtaHv
and
circulation he accumulates wealth or acquires
and
growing
in
the
large
ftas.a
Territory,
every postoffice
power or enjoys the material things-o- f
.amon. the intelligent and progressive people of the Southwest.
ports- ra nie rusntie male a nre in
life, is fulfilling the only mission for DEATH REMOVES VENERABLE
stove
the
and dumped in the coal and
which mankind was created or exists,
EPISCOPAL CHURCH BISHOP money. After the rush was over he
For that reason the manner in which
thought of his money but It was too
tiirtr-'
Daniel K. Pearsons, the Chicago
late.
in
one
the
but
The
oldest
bishop
out
a
has carried
difficult
church of the
HOW MANY?
program extending over many years, Protestant Episcopal
WHY TRAINS ARE LATE.
JUST A LITTLE SAND AND AIR.
United States died
is worthy of study,
with
late
Fe's
Santa
experience
Mr. "Silver King," on the occasion
in Philadelphia re
The 'Albuquerque Evening Herald
Dr. Pearsons was
a multimillion
trains has been such for thirty years
the per- - of his silver wedding, thought it would
ia
cently
rushes valiantly to the defense of the that the
average traveler will not aire who entertained and entertains
son of Rt. Rev. be a fine idea to give a dinner to the
sand storms take
famous
It. is a fact strict views as to the duties of those
Albuquerque
to excuses.
kindly
Ozi W. Whitaker, prominent people of the village and
havwhich no one ever forgets after
that many waits of weary hours at who have a great deal of money.
He sent out the invihead of the Penn- neighborhood.
ing enjoyed one. Santa Fe occasion- Lamy are inexcusable but there are
He regards himself chiefly as the
diocese. tations and ordered the dinner. Then
sylvania
of
these
end
tail
the
catches
ally
occassions when the railroad em- trustee of the fortune which has come
He was born in he decided it would be a god scheme
diurnal zephyrs as they swish their ployes are not to blame and of such into his possession, and it has been
A friend told
Salefn, Mass., in to have some music.
tail around the base of the Sandia a recent circular tells:
his leading aim in life to discharge
did not him there was an excellent quartet
but
1830,
mountains and understands well that
a
the duties of his stewardship in the
decide
a that could be secured, and sent the
upon
Train No 2 on the Atchison,
the sandstorm is in need of a chamministerial career leader over to see the host.
Santa Fe Railway, was held most creditable fashion possible.
The
to
one
defend
it.
some
of
"Kin yez sing?" he asked.
pion,
until he was 30.
It is, of course, impossible for any
ten minutes at Streator, 111., a few
work is done elegantly and convinc-i.io-l"Yes, sir, we can sing very well."
He was ordained
to
man
sums
of
on
account
of
a
doctor
for
away
give
ago
large
days
ns
follows and
hv PMiinr Rrnpsn
"Hove yez dress suits, for them's
m 1863 and began
at
and
without
At
cniltl
a
money
being
it;
caught
Emporia,
recently,
the defense deserves a place along- a
his
work
field
necessary?"
in
in
the
so
became
missionary
nve
wnue
it
mmut.es
tne
years
ago,
known,
lost
long
train
side the Philippics of Demostheness:
"Yes, sir, we all have evening
trainmen assisted an old lady who that Dr. Pearsons meant to die poor. Nevada. In 1868 he was made mis- clothes.'
"Xow and then some
sionary bishop of that state.
to
known
was
also
It
that
he
and
blind
was
crippled
generally
partially
"How much will it cost?"
resident of the sunshine land utters
His work among the miners and othtogether and intended to give the larger part of er
a heartbreaking wail when New Mex- gather her belongings
"We get two guineas apiece for such
to be
Nevada
of
pioneers
proved
to
his
schools
out
At
and
of
the
coach.
money
get
colleges.
Osage City
an engagement."
ico indulges in one of her
an
fuadmirable
for
his
preparation
beAVhen one comes to think of it.
'I know; but how many of ye is
sand storms.
True, these sand another train lost five minutes
ture work in Pennsylvania.
The bishs
followed a there can scarcely be a more difficult
in this quartet?"
0v0r ,in anvtiiinp- vnrsp thnn -- cause the town
there
of
the
diocese
op
needed
Pennsylvania
to pile up a little sand on the parlor newly married couple into the car to task set any man, than the giving an assistant, one qualified to work
The train away of millions, in a world where
Making Him Go.
enrnet and make it necessary to Kii' them a rice shower.
among the miners of the coal regions.
"I don't think I shall go to the
Fhake the lace curtains or hang them ""lied out. and had to stop to let the those who are in need generally make In 1886 Bishop Whitaker was accords
off.
a great effort to conceal the fact,
party
on the clothes line for a few hours.
ingly elected assistant bishop of Penn- poker
"That's one of the truest thinks you
a
There are scores of similar causes while those who are merely hungry sylvania, and when Bishop Stevens
"But the other dav they had little
wind storm through Kansas, Missouri, for delayed trains which the traveling for more are greatly skilled in the died in 1887 he succeeded him as head have done for quite awhile."
"Jinx owes me $5 which he was to
of the diocese.
Nebraska and Arkansas and a section public does not always take into con gentle art of begging.
and
me at the party
pay
The man waiting at the
of Oklahoma.
After it was over the sideration.
We find, however, that the Chicago
a
Bishop Whitaker was always
I had decided to give to you to
which
a
for
in
the
train
station
probably philanthropist has managed to cut his friend of the workingmen.
delayed
agency
His stand
greatest
go shopping with, but I am really too
world, the Associated Press, variously would not be impatient if he knew cloth with remarkable precision. At in favor of the Philadelphia car strik- tired to
go out; guess I'll let it go this
lumped the damages at some millions that the delay was caused by a fun- the age of 91, the other day, he gave ers a year ago had considerable influ- time."
It is not the last of many gifts, and now finds ence. He also did much toward ending
of dollars, which was probably sev- - cral party, or a sick man.
like you! If it was
"That is
eral millions too small, the loss of always possible for him to ascertain himself not only at an age which the labor troubles of 1896. In 1898 he anything youjust
to do you would
wanted
disif
conlife at 25. with some hundred
ai the time why there is delay, but
surely will not offer many more oppor- attended the third
in a minute, but when it is some
go
tricts still to be heard from, and failed he cares to investigate, he will find tunities tor the carrying out of any gress In London. His only published thing for your wife you are too tired!
entirely to mention the fear and anxi- that there is a legitimate excuse for plans, but also announces that he has works are volumes of sermons. Un- You will go to that poker party to
der his administration the work of
The reached the end of his fortune.
ety created by the catastrophe.
nearly every belated train.
or you will hear from me!"
the Episcopal church in Pennsylvania night
"In view of these facts, the occa- - operating department makes stren
It seems to us that there are many flourished
Two
greajtly.
Soft Beams.
years ago he
eional wind storm in New Mexico uous efforts to have all trains on time kinds of skill, developed to the highbut as the trains are run for the ac- - est degree, in the history of Dr. Danie1 began to lose .h's eyesight and last
Lady," began the summer tramp at
should be given the real glad hand.
year he was ranged to delegate most the
gate, "can't yer help
"The storm in Kansas and Missouri comodation of the public, time cards K. Pearsons of Chicago.
of his duties to Bishop Coadjutor Al- a poor victim of an accidendt?"
was a mild one compared to the twist- - cannot always be followed to the dot.
exander Mackay-Smith- .
"What kind of an accident?" asked
ers they generally have in that region.
Humanity dictated the delay at
THE SMUDGE POT WINS.
Bishop Whitaker was an intimate the housewife, suspiciously.
New Mexico winds blow there is no Streator when the child required
The smudge pot has won another friend of the late Archbishop Ryan,
"Why, mum, last night while I was
the fact. They move the tention, even if the delay had disar-sanAt Grand Junctiofi, Colorado, head of the Roman Catholic church in sleeping a dozen beams fell on me."
victory.
r
hills around with considerable ranged the service of the entire
the
pot brigade has put in Pennsylvania.
"Gracious! That was terrible! How
and make new hills where there sion. Sometimes a rush of business threesmudge shifts
and succeeded in
did it happen?"
night
ac a small station will cause a delay
were none before.
the temperature of orchards FAMOUS SUFFRAGIST TO
Why, I was sleeping in a flower bed
"But when we have a sand storm it of several minutes in handling bag-i- s raising
from five to ten degrees each night
and
they were moonbeams."
out
and
The train can't pull
a pretty wobbly sort of a house that gage.
TAKE A COLLEGE COURSE
and saving 60 per cent of the peach
is damaged and it is so seldom that leave a lot of trunks on the platform,
TO PREVENT LOSS.
crop and all of the pears and apples.
anyone is ever killed in a sand storm just to keep the schedule. The rights But the thought intrudes itself, that if For 33 yearn , a leader in the womthat the date of the last ease has been of the people at this little station it pays to go to all that trouble and en's suffrage movement, In the east,
Mrs. Rachel Fosforgotten.
mijst be considered, although the comeach spring to save the fruit
"In Kansas a farmer digs a cyclone pany may be subjected to criticism at expense
ter Avery of
Grand Junction, fruit growing
at
crop
cellar before he builds a house, and a dozen stations on account of late in this favored clime should be a paySwarthmore,
Pa.,
his family frequently becomes so trains.
has decided that
The fact that it has
ing proposition.
the
in
members
the
timid that
sleep
she will become a
Trainmen have their troubles, same not been in the past in this vipinrty
s
storm cellar every time a cloud ap- - as other folk, and they ask the
student
college
is not the fault of soil or the climate
on the southwestern horizon.
and will take a
public to be patient when the but because those who went into the
ding
"A man may start for town on a
course
happens to be late, for there trade did not
or did not unIn political econobright and shining day and after one g;nerany is a good reason for not derstand the business, or worked it as
of those Kansas storms has passed making the schedule.
my in the UniverThink it over, a side issue to some other trade or
upon its way he is likely to awaken Mr Traveler, maybe you have delayed occupation. Fruit
sity of Wisconsin.
growing on a comWhen Mrs. Avery
in the next county, astride the roof of a trainj hy driving at the depot with mercial scale
those
who know and
by
enters the univera farmer's barn, or buried up to his your baggage after the train pulled in. are not
afraid to make the effort,
neck in the pasture creek.
sity her
jYou are human.
So is the railroad would pay bigger in the Santa Fe val"Band storms may be disagreeable, man
daughters will be
You and the railroad man ley than it does at Grand Junction or
tut on the whole it is better to thresh should understand each other better, anywhere else in the temperate zone. gin in the same institution of learn
ing, a four year course in agriculture,
the parlor carpet now and then than B3 ca, tnrefore both of you.
'
and they are no more delighted with
to call in the undertaker and, after
Whenever a case of typhoid fever is the prospect of a college life than is
the funerals are over, to spend a week
THE WAY IT'S DONE IN NEW
reported, whenever a person dies of their youthful minded mother. For
looking for the residence site on the
YORK.
that disease, it is an indictment the next two years this remarkable
old homestead."
The Tammanytes, and that means against a whole community. Typhoid woman, friend and associate of the
the Democratic majority in the New fever is as preventable as smallpox late Susan B. Anthony and president
Brown My wife is getting awfully
NOT RIVALS BUT FRIENDS.
York legislature, has given New Mex- and it should be made a capital crime of the Pennsylvania Woman Suffrage strenuous.
Yesterday she broke a
to
The good will of Albuquerque
how not to do it
over my head. What would you
ward Santa Fe manifested by recent ico ana example is elected to the new to empty sewerage into a running aspcSation, will take no part in the plate
Senator
stream. Every incorporated commu- "votes for women" cause but this advise me to do?
visits here of Albuquerque good roads when
Jones Well, you might buy cast
state.
nity that neglects to put in a sewer means that she is simply girding on
words.
and
the
boosters,
encouraging
armor tor a renewal of the fight Iron plates.
her
of
A.
Holtman
to
and
enforce
system
Assemblyman
Henry
sanitation,
that are frequently finding their way
coum uni- should hfvn
of all it3 income ta which she takes more interest than
lately Into the columns of Albuquer-- ; one man in r.ew Mexico
The Why of It.
in New held out by the state until a sufficient inything else in the world, outside of
que papers, are all appreciated in San- - ate &3 n man as done
Be says he tries so hard to win,
circle.
one
family
are
only
has accumulated to enable the
But all his luck has fled.
ta Fe. There is no reason why the York, even though there
Mrs. Avery studied political econAt 9 a. m., if you'd peep in.
state to build a sewer system for the
as mau, jwuiire m
two cities should not work hand in iweniy-nuat
You'd find him still in bed.
the
of
Zurich
when
are in town and to enforce sanitation. It is omy
University
glove, for while they are neighbors as Sunshine Territory as there
a
woman.
Since
her
young
girlhood
recent
a
state.
in
uncivilized
Says
the
countries
only
Empire
much as two towns almost a hundred
After the Honeymoon.
inv the
where the emptying of sewerage she has taken an active part
"Now is the time a good
miles apart can be, they are not nec-- j dispatch:
manyand
movement
the
Suffrage
during
essarily competitors. Each city has! Assemblyman Henry A. Holtman of into running streams is permitted. course of her career has had charge young people are. beginning to think
t Even in Panama, in Porto Rico and in
a field of development of its own. Nassau, it is charged, was offered
of the numerous conventions.
For about marriage," laughed the crusty
bachelor.
what helps one, is apt to help the 000 if he would vote for William F. the Philippines, wherever Uncle Sam over 20 year she was
"Gracious!" exclaimed
the pretty
other. Take for instance, the matter Sheehan for United States Senator took hold, or in Korea where the Jap- secretary of tie National coresponding
as
Suffrage
of healthseekers. If Albuquerque at-- j and later $10,000 if he would enter the anese are masters, the first steps tak- sociation. A woman of unusual mental miss in surprise. "Don't you think you
are behind time? June is the time
tracts healthseekers it does not hurt Democratic machine caucus 'two en by those in authority was to stop ability and
attainments, Mrs. Avery
Santa Fe, for sooner or later, some weeks ago last Monday night and sup- the pollution of streams and to con- feels she is oertaln to gain much in her when young people think about matstruct sewer systems.
of those that went to Albuquerque will port the Murphy favorite.
college course wb.ioh will be of bene- rimony."
"Oh, no, that's when they are marcpme to Santa Fe, and the same way
k
is
fit to her in the
she has
charged, OKLAHOMA
"Another legislator, it
ried and haven't the time to think.
AS A MANUFACTUR chosen.
tourists and healthseekers are attract- was offered $10,000 to desert the InNow is the time they are doing the seING STATE.
ed to Santa Fe will some time or oth- surgent combine and support Sheerious thinking."
Oklahoma is agricultural, the beer visit Albuquerque. Says tha Albu- han.
Good to Wash Umbrellas.
of manufacturing does not
ginning
querque Journal:
On the Job.
"Senator Franklin D. Roosevelt, date back more than ten
"Washing umbrellas a specialty
"It is becoming evident that the
years, and was the red
of the insurgents, it is said,
letter notice printed on
"Trying to make love to me!" said
Oklahoma in 1909, according to a
civic awakening in Santa Fe is noth- leader
yet,
cards distributed by a New York the pretty typewriter, with feigned
was offered his choice of any place
ing evanescent, but a permanent de- excepting governor on the Democratic census bulletin Issued today, produced laundress. When seen she carried a anger. "The idea! You are only a
much
manufactured bundle of umbrellas which customers
velopment in the progress of the state ticket next year and assured eight times as
boy. I should take you to raise."
as did New Mexico.
It had had yielded
building of the new Santa Fe. Thei
"That may be, Belinda," laughed
for a thor
would move from Duchess coun- goods
up
fearfully
he
if.
establishments which employed ough scrubbing. , president of the Commercial Club of
the fresh elevator boy, as he gave the
York that he could have 2,400
more
The
hands.
this city on his return from a trip ty to New
than
14,000
proor as
"Why should umbrellas he sent to wheel a turn, "but it looks like I am
to the capital fully corroborates pre--' anything politically, financially,
ducts were worth $55,000,000, or Just the washtub?" she was asked. "Don't about to take you to raise."
Tammany
that
a
lawyer
professional
vious reports of the landing of the
about as much as the total assessed they get washed often enough by rain
And then the car shot up toward
hall could bestow.
wealth of New Mexico.
Something and snow?"
ginger germ in the midst of the Anthe 'steenth. story. of
Friedman
J.
H.
"Assemblyman
like $40,000,000 of capital was investcient City, which after standing still
"Often enough," she said, "but not
HIS MISTAKE.
for a century or so haB started to New York was offered a municipal ed and $35,000,000 worth of raw ma- the right way. At the end of winter
move and will keep on moving. The justiceship if he would quit the in terial was consumed, while $10,000,000 every umbrella that has seen much
boosting spirit has hit Santa Fe and surgents and cast his vote for Shee was paid out in wages. This is an ex- service is beginning to look shabby,
has come to stay. Albuquerque is han, it is chargecb
cellent showing for a new state which What is needs Is t hot soapy bath,
Of course, as long as New Mexico is classed as agricultural and which That is the kind It gets at my house,
glad of it. The interests of the two
with soft brush massage thrown In
cities, now becoming next door neigh- remains Republican, such conditions is newly settled. - r
to rub the spots off and the applica
bors by reason of the good roads will not be tolerated here and the day
movement, are to a large extent iden- when it will be Democratic is so many
The Democrats made great parade tion of glycerine to the ribs to pretical; closer acquaintance is bound years away that there is no need of of their consuming desire to pass a vent rusting. An umbrella that has
to be of mutual benefit and it will be worrying about it.
bill that would result in the publica- undergone that treatment and been
good for Albuquerque to have a friendtion before election of the campaign hung out open In the sunshine to dry
The Outlook for March 25, has a expenses of candidates for congress. will look like a new umbrella."
ly rival at her door; each may stimulate the other and set the pace for beautifully illustrated and well writ- Had the desire been honest, it would
ten article on the School of American have been praiseworthy, but when the
New Mexico.
Expensive Fuel.
"One thing is certain: Santa Fe has Archaeology in Santa Fe and ths Republicans in the House tacked a
A station agent In Morganfleld, ft
waked up and shows no signs of going summer camp in the Rito de los
little amendment to the hill that township In North Carolina, made an
In the cliff dwelling region, just would have made the measure a prac- awkward
back to sleep again. It will pay to
mistake reand
west of this city. The article is writ- tical one and would have provided cently. Some expensive
watch her."
ago after It was
nights
ten by Eleanor Hope Johnson, who for the publication of "all" campaign too late to make a deposit in the bank
A million people wilj visit the Pa- attended the summer school last year.
expenses, and not only the "commit- he came into possession of $535, and
cific coast in 1915, according to the The pictures are easily recognized as tee" expenses, the Democrats rose in tearing that he might be robbed dur
prediction of Passenger Traffic Man- those taken by Jesse Nusbaum, of the their seats and voted down the ing the night placed the money In
ager Black of the Santa Fe lines, and faculty of the school. The Denver & amendment, although 50 of them coal, bucket at the depot and put coal
"Darllne." he declared, "I'm abso
it is none too early for Santa Fe to get Rio Grande railroad and the chamber were sincere enough
to
vote on it that it might be safe. The- pas- lutely silly about you."
busy to persuade at least one twenti- of commerce should have the article with the Republicans for the amend- senger train leaves at 6 o'clock in the
"Oh, you must be mistaken," she
eth of these people, who are naturally printed In folders for general distri- ment. Sincerity like consistency is morning and this necessitates Mr. sweetly replied. "I had heard before
to stop over and see bution, for it is mighty fine
fairly
not a Democratic trait and the people Pemberton'g early rising and 'he is you and I ever met that you were 8
the sights of Santa Fa.
know it.
kept. .very. Imey.. until . the. .. train de- - aolutely silly."
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THE FIRST NATIONAL BANK
OF SANTA FE.
THE OLDEST BANKING INSTITUTION IN
ESTABLISHED IN 1870.

NEW MEXICO.

-

$150.0cb
Capital Stock
80.000
Surplus and Undivided JProfit
""Trttsa& a'geiwral banking business In all Its branches.

Loans money on the most favorable terms on all kinds of
personal and collateral security. Buys and sells bonds and
stocks in all markets for its customers. Buys and sells domestic and foreign exchange and makes telegraphic transfer of
money to all parts of the civilized world on a3 liberal terms as
are given by any money transmiting; agency public or private.
Interest allowed on time deposits at the rate of four per cent
per annum, on six months' or years' time. Liberal advances
made on consignments of livestock and products. The bank
executes all orders of its patrons in the banking line, and aims
to extend to them as liberal treatment in all respects, as is
consistent with safety and the principles of sound banking.
Safety deposit boxes for rent. The patrooags of tbe pubiis la
respectfuHy solicited.
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THE

HOTEL

d

cut-up-

WILLIAM VAUGHN pROP,

of the Best Hotels

One

cut-up-

in

the West

ROOMS IN SUITE WITH PRIVATE BATH

Cuisine and
Table Service
Unex celled

t,

Large Sample
Room for Commercial Traveler's

SANTA FE, NEW MEXICO

WASHINGTON AVENUE

n

-

124126

TELEPHONE 88 BLACK

HANDSOME ROOMS

d

COURTEOUS TREATMENT

d

ill

.

two-year- s'

two

one-fift- h

ATTRACTIVE DINING
ROOM-Go- od
Service.

AMERICAN OR
EUROPEAN PLAN

divi-Ugo-

trav-pear-

Two Blocks From Depot
One Block West of Capitol

Capital Hotel

Montezuma Ave.

Proprietor, Mrs. L. C. KENNEDY.

Santa Fe, N. M

MTEZUMA HOTELS
RECENTLY OPENED, IS SANTA FE'S IDEAL

COMMERCIAL TRAVELERS' HOTEL.

Thirty seven rooms, newly and neatly furnished,
well lighted and ventilated,
Rooms en suite with private bath an I phone.
FINE SAMPLE ROOM.

CHEERFUL DINING
ROOM, FINE CUISINE

THOS. DORAN

RATES

$2.50 TO
$3.00 A DAY

Proprietor.

CORQNADO HOTEL
ONE OF THE BEST SNORT ORDER
CUISINE

RESTAURANTS

IN THE CITY

AND TABLE SERVICE GOOD

LOCATED IN THE CENTRAL PART OF CITY
HOT AND COLD BATHS.
ELEOTRIO LIGHTS

E very Room

a Good

G. LUPE HERRERA,

One.

RATES 50c t
per da;

Prop.

$1,00

hr

f!-- ul

n

now-a-day-

SOFT DR INKS

Telephone Red 35

sad iutv

yoar orders delivered.

$10,-Ye-

life-wor-

'

Fri-jole-

Tfet following

are suggested to tte ttirsty asseaietfeiEg cwi and hwSizf

GINGER ALE, WILD CBEMY, LEMON SODA,
ROOT BEER, KLONDIKE

BREW

x

:
Hll,
Genuine Aztec Spring Mineral Water.
All drinks made from

COCO COLA,

SANTA FE B0TTLIK5 WORKS

filtered water

::

HENRY

KKCK,

Proprietor.

-

Santa Fe Plumbing House
Corner Water

&

Galisteo Sts.

Phone Black

Plumbing, Heating
and Repairing -:

109.

:-

Wells Fargo & Co. Express
General Express Forwarders
to
All Parts of The World
flVf1

MOflPV and Inconvenience by Purchasing Wells
ltlUUVJ Fargo Domestic Money Orders, Travelers'

Checks and Foreign Money Orders

Payable
Throughout

U.

S., Canada, Mexico

and all Foreign
Countries

REMITTANCES SENT BY TELEGRAPH

-

i

well-to-d-

J

J.D. BARNES, Aggnt.

APRIL 13, 1911.
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THE SANTA FE NEW MEXICAN, SANTA FE, N.

UNITED STATES BANK

&

ated at Drexel Institute. Miss Clark
is librarian of the Carnegie Library at
PERSONAL MENTION
Connellsvilla
returned last
Georg T'. HicKox
from a visit to Santa Fe. He
night
C. R. Martinez of Las Yogas is at
was accompanied
by his
daughter.
the Coronado hotel.
Miss
Edith Hickox. Albuquerque
Mrs. Paul A. F. Walter will not be
Journal.
at home tomorrow.

TRUST CO.

CAPITAL 850,000.00
Does a General Banking

Business

M.

PAGE FIVE

FOR EASTER WEEK

Ladies and Misses!

Received another filling:
in line of Hats trimmed

Dr. W. E. Garrison. Prof. H. H. SimpH. W. Brown, a grocery salesman,
::
and untrimmed ::
son and Prof. H. H. Schultz- of the
is here from Denver.
G. H. Van Stone, mayor of Estan-c!a- , Agricultural College at Mesilla Park,
passed through El Paso Monday for
is at the Palace.
county. New Mexico, where they
Attorney Charles It. Easley has Quay
will deliver talks on dry farming to
gone to El Paso,. Texas.
Mrs. ''Arthur Seligmnn will not be the farmers. El Paso Herald.
at home tomorrow afternoon.
M. O'Xeill, the well known
mining
man of Cerrillos, is at the Montezuma.
Chicago, 7; Pittsburg, 2. ,,.
J. M. C. Chaves, Jr.. of Abiquiu, ttio
Philadelphia, 10; Boston, 2.
STANDING OF THE TEAMS.
Arriba county, is a vistor in the capCincinnati, 5; St. Louis, 1.
ital.
National League.
Dr. Philip Newton of Washington.
American League.
D. C, has rented offices in the Claire
W.
L.
Pet.
New York, C; Washington, '
1
3
block.
.73(1
Philadelphia
Philadelphia, 1; Boston, 0.
2
1
J. Eaton the well known meat sales- St. Louis
s,cr,
Chicago, S; St. Louis, 0.
2
man from Las Vegas is in the city Pittsburg'
2
s,m
Cincinnati
2
2
.5(10
again.
TO AND FROM ROSWEi
2
2
J. E. Saint arrived this noon from New York
.50(1
2
3
.400
Albuquerque and is a guest at the Brooklyn
Connections made with Automobile
Boston
?,
2
.400
Sanitarium.
line at Vaughn for RosweTl, dally,
2
.1
. JiJ
John J. Fox, the well known milli- Chicago
Automobile leaves Vaughn for Ros-- ;
nery salesman of St. Louis, is at the
well at 8:30 a. m. and arrives at Ros-- !
American League.
palace hotel.
W.
L.
Mrs. Edwin F. Coard left this mornPet. !well at 3:30 p. m. Automobile leaves
Roswell for Vaughn at 6 p. in.
The
ing for California, where she will
Detroit
1,000 fare between Santa F and Torrance
spend some time.
3
and
Former Territorial Treasurer ana New York
.750 Is $5.80 and between Torrance
2
Reserve seats on auto-- ,
Mrs. Samuel Eidodt of Chamita, are Washington . .i.
.500 Roswell $10.
'
2
St. Louis
at the Palace hotel.
.400 mobile by wire. J. W. Stockard.
2
Colonel Edgar Andrews, a well Cleveland
.400
2
Good results always follow ;he use
known mining man and rancher of Bo- Chicago
.400
Boston
333 of Foley Kidney
nanza, is in the city.
l
Prills.
They give
1
.333 prompt relief in all cases of kidney
Benjamin F. Pankey, the million- Philadelphia
and bladder disorders. Try them. Sold
aire rancher is here from Lamy. He
will begin shipping cattle soon.
WHERE THEY PLAY TODAY.
by all druggists.
E. M. Parham of Mogollon, Socorro
National League.
If you want anything on earth try
county, is here to attend the sixth Masonic reunion. He is at the Palace.
Philadelphia at Boston.
a New Mexican Want Ad.
Melcor Luna and wife, who have
Brooklyn at New York.
been visiting in Saiwa Fe, have returnPittsburg at Chicago.
St. Louis at Cincinnati.
ed to Pinos Wells, Torrance county.
Editor Allen Barrett, editor of the
American League.
Estancia Herald, a staunch Republi"DUALITY & PURITY" J
can newspaper, left for his home this
Chicago at St. Louis.
Cleveland at Detroit.
morning.
New York at Washington.
A. R. Joyce and E. F. McGinnis of
Boston at Philadelphia.
Salt Lake City, well known salesmen
are at the Palace. They represent a
American Association.
publishing company.
At Columbus Minneapolis, 8; Co
The Rev. P. Plontard of Chaperito
j I
is in the city and is the guest of the lumbus, 1.
At Indianapolis Kansas City, 2;!
Rev. A. Besset., pastor of the Church
of Our Lady of Guadalupe.
Indianapolis, 4.
At Louisville
Milaukee, 3; Louis- Mounted Policeman John W. Collier
'
went to Vaughn, Guadalupe county on ville, 4.
At Toledo St. Paul, 2; Toledo, 3.
business connected with the murder
of Abel Sedillo at that place.
Played ten innings.
Mr. and Mrs. D. W. Stone and Mr.
YESTERDAY'S GAMES.
and G. D. Horton arrived here from
Denver yesterday per auto, coming
:
National League.
through the Meadow City. They are
New York, 2: Brooklyn. 4.
at the Palace.
Rev. B. F. Summers will arrive from
Santa Fe Monday to look after his
homestead southeast of town.
Mr.
Summers was pastor of the local
& CAR PAINTING
Methodist church last year. Estan- CARRIAGE
cia News,
SIGN WRITING
Banjamin Titus and William P.
Birchfield, Sr., of Darning, John T.
Class Work Guaranteed
Muir of
and Thom&fi
Ijordoburg,
, First
Thompson of Aztec, are here to at:
tend the Masonic reunion. They are
at the Palace.
PAUL P. LACASSAGNE
DRUGGISTS
Insurance Commissioner
Jacobo
309 San Francisco
Chaves has received a telegram from
Phone Red 161
Street
Deputy Insurance Commissioner P. A.
West Side Plaza
M. Lienau stating that he has left for
4
Deleware, where he will be on business for several days.
B. F. Pankey was down yesterday
from Santa Fe on business.
Mr. Pan-kewas a member of the constitutional convention, and is hoping that
congress will act favorably on the
statehood matter. Estancia News.
Francis E. Lester, for years regis
trar of the College of Agriculture
and Mechanic Arts at Mesilla Park,
but now at the head of a large import-ing'anwholesale curio business, is
!
in Santa Fe to attend the Masonic re"
union.
Abe Hixenbaugh, sheriff of Colfax
county brought in thirteen prisoners
for the penitentiary last night. With
him were Deputies Ira Duckworth,
George Woodhouse, T. L. O'Connor,
E. G. Twitty and Frank Bowles, all of
PRESENTS JOE BREN'S LATEST
Raton. Mr. Twitty Is the efficient probate clerk of Colfax county. They are
AND MOST BRILLIANT
SUCCESS
registered at the Montezuma hotel.
Alexander Stewart, a railway official, accompanied by his wife, three
Walter Alexdaughters, his
ander and two physicians,
passed
Lamy yesterday in his private car for
his home at Warsaw, Wisconsin.
He
had been in California, to find relief
;:
ASSISTED BY
for a nervous breakdown, but failed
to find it and Is now hurrying home
!
to die.
G. W. Van Stone, mayor of Estancia, who was in the city on business,
ALL STAR Home
left today for Santa Fe, from where
he will return to the Estancia valley.
G
Koch
Mrs. Van Stone and children arte in
,
Keefe
Mr. Van Stone has '.just
California.
made an extended trip in the East and
Geniveves Morrison E.
Davies
-

Your Patronage Solicited

MISS A. MUGLER

r.-

President

STEPHENS. Cashier,
W.'E. GRIFFIN. Asst. Cashier
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High Shoes:
FAMOUS
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MAKE

Ladies Low Shoes $2.50 to $4.00
Misses Low Shoes $1.75 to $3.50

Patent

i

Leather
Gun Metal
Suede
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0. C. WATSON
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Oxfords

Santa Fe, New Mexico

ALL the Desirable Styles & Qualities
THESE SHOES

ARE

NOTED

FOR

THEIR WEARING

QUALITIES AND

j

;

if

if

LASTING BEAUTY

mi

s

"ALWAYS

;

J

fr'

RELIABLE"

:

j
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A

Mackeral

BETTER

not completely furnished unless the hall haS an
inviting appearance. Make your husband give you a hall
tree for Faster nnd set it from

BUTT

TURNITURE CO.

AKERS-WAGN- ER

EXPERT

EMBALMERS

&

FUNERAL DIRECTORS

PURE

COD FISH IN TINS.

SHREDDED

WHITE

SMOKED

HALIBUT,

SARDINES-DOMES-

A.

FISH.

IMPORTED.

AND

TIC

CHEESE
IMPORTED

BRICK,
ROQUEFORT,
SWISS,
NEW YORK CREAM.

v

'A

City Eggs 30c a Doz.

The Best Food Stuffs for the Best Eaters.

CO.:

BROS.

12c 15c 20c & 30c

COD FISH,

SMOKED

LESS:

FOR

A home is

For the Remaining Days of Lent

'A

KAUNE

H. S.

& CO.

'A

y

Could you rebuild without serious loss if you burned out

We sell PROTECTION.
Santa

Fe

&

Abstract, Realty

Insurance Agency.

d

Room No. 8, Capital City Bank Building

Santa Fe,
Phone Black

THE THINGS THAT WILL BE MOST WORN THIS YEAR

In Pongees we have

the Silk, Cotton and Mercerized. Also for your
Waists and Gowns, we have
y
LINENS, MADRAS, LAWNS, BATISTE, REPS, SILKS &

APRIL 20 and 21

N. M.

No. 52

AND FOULARDS

PONGEES

EVERYTHING
You Could Possible Desire. See Our Stock.

Adolph Seligman Dry Goods Co.

SANTA FE DAM OF BEAVERS

I

NEW

SHOES

'THEjuSylJERADERS"

FOR

EASTER?
THERE IS NO STYLE OR SIZE FOR MAN,

WE

SUPPLY.

CANNOT

OXFORDS,

&

HIGH

And the Following
Mrs. Cartwright
Mary Foree

ALL THE NEW THINGS IN PUMPS,

SHOES.

OUR

SPECIALTY-CLOTH-

FOR

ES

,

THE FEET.

conditions
reports that business
throughout the country have an excellent tone and the outlook is optimistic in the extreme. Albuquerque

JOHN PFLUEGER.
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DUggics anu

For Hire at
Popular Prices
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Saddle Morses
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Electric Irons That Stay Ho j

'J

Water Heaters and Percolaters
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A

I

AND A SINGING

AND DANCING
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UP

WIRE

THOSE

DARK
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I
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Champagne, Wine

v cikhip ipwr
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A

Water Glasses

r

Water

Pitchers

VAMT7
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A
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etc

San Francisco

Street

j

Frank

P.

G. Volney Howard
CHORUS-GORGEO-
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UAY

A

READY

NOW

ARE

TO

Frame Your Pictures

COSTUMED

USLY

1

H

,

dim suiu

new line medium price
ROCK CRYSTAL CUT GLASS

A

H

AINU

PLACES

,

Santa Fe Water and Light Company!

INTRODUCTORY

PRICES-AS- K

EASTER CARDS

AND

FOR

THEM

NOVELTIES

:

Santa Fe Trail Curio Company

Thursday & Friday Nights April 2021

A

if.
Miunu
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Have You Seen BIG BEN?
film irt
niini4nnr
fi (' tt
in4 Iluun
limd Anmtt
vviiii.
uuttii ami
uui niuuun.
ai mill iu mitt
:
world over for $2.50.

Tickets on Sale at Fischer's Drug Store
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SOLE AGENTS

?

M

'!

7

Herald.
Mr. and Mrs. Max Nordhaus returned last night from Santa Fe,' where
they spent Easter with Mrs. Nordhaus' father, A. Staab. Las Vegaa
Optic.
v
Miss Elizabeth Clark of Connells-ville- ,
Pa., is spending a few weeks
here. She is a friend of Mrs. Rupert
F. Asplund, with whom she gradu
"

Prop.

Talent Cast

Julius Loomis

.

i' i

i

MRS. JOE BREN

WOMAN OR CHILD

I

lPI
iNiuni
A

SOLE AGENTS
FOR

Electric Stoves
Electric Curling Irons
Electric Chafing Dishes
Tea Pots
Electric

I

i
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is well sf: :'ted and the expense of
harvesting the crop is small when
compared with the profits from it. Also, it does not take many years for
pecan trees to begin to bear.
General Brookes says that near
Fort Worth the average net profit
from each tree is between $10 and $20
per year, and many growers count
$20 per tree as a conservative averThe first year the trees require
age.
and the second
considerable water
year several good wettings, although
not so much water is needed as durAfter that the
ing the first year.
trees will thrive with hut little more
than the natural Pecos Valley rainfall.
Near Fort Worth the trees are never

FLUSHES

EDITORIAL

8 20
8 02
7 45

tvrrososo
I.v
Cimarron
Ar a m
Cimarron
NftStl
Harlan
Ute Park. N.M...Lvj

6
6
6
6

35
27
17
00

Good Thing All Around.

movement is on foot for the con
Ar
of the two weekly news-- 1
solidation
m
p
p ra
in Alamogordo,
papers published
Now Mexico, and doubtless it will be
ilOonnects at Oolfax with K. P. A H. V. Ry. train both Northland Soutb.3
beneficial to both the business men
SStage for Van Houten N, M. meets trains at Preston N.IM.I
Staste ieaved ITto Park. N, M., for KlizaOetntown, X M., at 9:00 .t. ra, daily except of that city as well as the newspapers.
$X50
round trip; llfty pound baggaje carried free.
und&ys. Hare ii ouono way
El Paso Times.
0. AS. train loaves lin.s Mcin.4, N, . for the south at 11:11 p. in. arrives from the
4:38
a. m,
pth at
Blood on the Moon.
There appeared an account of a
G.
M. WILLIAMS,
J. VAN HOUTEN,
t, DEDMAN,
trial in the El Paso Herald of a man
G. P. Agent,
V. P. & G. M..
Superintendent.
arrested for disturbing the peace. The
accused admitted yelling once and
If the prowas fined three dollars.
prietors of the Willard Record and
the Estancia Xews lived in El Paso
they would soon go bankrupt. EstanHerald.
Daily
--

i

A

M--

irrigated.

SHIP YOUR FREIGHT

i

Fair Warning to Reckless Drivers,
Sheriff G. K. Sanchez gives notice
that if the racing of horses and speed- ins of automobiles on the streets of
Socorro does not cease somebody is
going to have to face his honor the
Two or three times of late
court.
children on the streets have narrowly
escaued being run down by reckless
j drivers.
The sheriff is right. Socor- ro Chieftain.

ei Paso Bisbee, Douglas
and all points in New Mexico, Arizona, Mexico and to the Pacific Coast, via NEW
MEXICO CENTRAL to Torrance, Thence
To

jPlk

THE

ROUTE

EAST
,

This Assessor Means Business.
Assessor A. B. Baca wishes to give
notice that those tax payers who are
a
making their returns and placing
valuation on their property of only
of
an exceedingly small percentage
its real value bad better change their
It will be to their advantage
plans.
The assessor seems to
to do so.
be of the opinion that all should pay
taxes on an equitable valuation, and
in that opinion he is exactly right.
Socorro Chieftain.

WEST

kp

For rates and full information address

EUGENE FOX,

F- -

&

P- -

Agent,

El Paso Texas.

"Obscured."
Utiles on New Mexico continue to
be published in some of the eastern
newspapers, and other things entitled
An obmail rates.
to second-clas- s
scured agricultural journal, called
"Farm and Home" by its optimistic
publishers, last month printed an article by some rural freak 'who had
made a trip through the Southwest.
Among other lies he stated baldly that
the fruit and vegetables in the Southwest are large and fine looking, but
tasteless or nearly so. It. is useless
and degrading to argue with such an
animal, but we would that he would
come to New Mexico just once more.
Pecos Valley News.

WHEN GOING

EAST OR WEST
use the

a

What is the Matter With Belen?
What is the matter with our city,
It does not seem to grow
anyway?
in any direction as it should from the
importance of its position on the map
of New Mexico, and the further importance of its position on the Santa
Fe Railway system. Are the residents
and business men at fault or what is
it that is staying the progress of the
of
commercial and social progress
the town? AVe are growing, but oh!
so slow as to what it ought to be. Is
the reason for all this to be found in
of action among our bus
iness men? If this is so, cannot some
one in some way devise a method
whereby we can all get together, at
least, upon the main question, that, of
pushing for the city's growth, as its
Belen Tribune
importance demands?

RIO

'Shortest Line to Denver,
Colo Springs and Puablo
'

AT

TICKETS AND RESERVATIONS
CITY OFFICE IN

NEW MEXICAN DLDC

--

OR

J

non-unit-

UNION DEPOT

before the Territorial Supreme Court,
Offce: Laughlin Blk, Santa Fe, N. M.

PROFESSIONAL GftHDS

PROBERT

ATTORNEYS AT LAW

""'"pAUL

A. F. WALTER

...

j

Attorney-at-La-

Santa Fe,

-

New Mexic

WILLIAM McKEAN

Lai ds, Mines, Bonds & Stocks.
Money Loaned for Investors
We have for sale general stock3 of
Retail Lumber Yard
Merchandise,
and other Business
Opportunities
throughout Taos county.

Attorney-at-La-

Mining

and Land

Taos,

& COMPANY

Investments

Law.
Taos,
New Mexico.

Bank References Furnished

New Mexico.
DR. C.

M.

RILEY,
Veterinary Physician and Surgeon.
Territorial District Attorn y
Graduate of McKillep's Veterinary
For San Miguel and Mora Counties College of Chicago.
New Mexico.
Work of All Kinds Solicited.
Las Vegas,
Dentistry a Specialty
Office: Chas. Closaon's Barn.
HOLT & SUTHERLAND
Day Phone Black 9.
Attorneys-at-LaNnrht Phone, Main 1 34.
Practice in Ue Distrl t Court as
well as before the Supreme Court of
If you want anything on earth try
the territory.
New Mexican Want Ad.
New Mexico.
Las Cruces,
C. W. G. WARD

i

E. C. ABBOTT
Attorney-at-La-

Practice in the District and SuPrompt and careful
preme Courts.
attention given to all business.
New Mexico
Santa Fe.
r
'

ROU

ND-TR-

CONVENTION

HARRY D. MOULTON

CENTRAL

M.

ON

O.
Formerly Special Agent, G. L.
a
Specialty
Contests
and
Claims
Land

Attorney and Counsellor

RAILROAD

To
Los Angeles, Cal.
Oakland, Cal.
San Francisco; Cal.

Attorney-at-La-

G. W. PRICHARD

FARES

VIA
NEW MEXICO

Santa Fe, N.

IP

18,

$49.15

at

Law

UNION

DEPOT

and should know
about the wonderful

IsinteretiUHl

SALE

19

kMARVELWhirlingSpray

or Cen'l

'la new

1911
1911

For full particulars call at

Practice in all the District Courf
and gives special attention to cases

General Brookes on Pecans,
(isn. A. S. Brookes who was here this
week on business connected with the
National Guard, said that in his opinion the Middle Valley would make an
excellent place to raise pecans, the
famous Southern nut.
General Brookes is interested in
pecan culture near Fort Worth, Texas,
tthere he has a large tract of land
set out with young trees. It does not
require much attention after the tree

$50.90
$50.90

and 20,
Return Limit, June 30,
APRIL,

Burning the Books.
There is a big bell in Portland, Ore.,
that rings alarms for fires.
Some time ago thero was an interesting commerce hearing there in
relation to certain practices of rebating that had been indulged in by
some of the local railroads in favor
of some Portland shippers.
One man was testifying and was
asked to produce his books.
"I can't," be said.
"Why not?"
"Because, by advice of counsel, I
burned the books."
Presently another shipper was put
He was asked to proon the stand.
duce his books.
"Where are they?"
"At my office."
"Then go and get them immediately."
The shipper left the room, hut had
not been gone more than five minutes when the big bell began to boom
jan alarm.
"There
go the books!" shouted
every person in the room. Saturday
Evening Post.

Office
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Brooke3 states that the
Agricultural College of Xew Mexico
has experimented with a number of
varieties of pecans best suited to New
Mexico, and anyone desiring further
information regarding the crop can secure it by addressing the college.
Pecos Valley News.
General

ASK FOR TICKETS

PmiTl Odlllcl
nrttti FfC

SASTA FE, N. J!

It is the nature of women to suffer
uncomplainingly, tho discomforts and
fears that accompany the bearing of
children. Motherhood is their crowning glory, and they brave its sufferings for the joy that children tiring.
Ko expectant mother need suffer,
lowevcr, during the period of wait
ing, nor feel that she is in danger when baby cor.ias, if Mother's Friend is used
in preparation of the event. Mother's Friend relieves the pain and discomfort
caused by the strain on the different ligaments, overcomes nausea by counteraction, prevents backache and numbness of limbs and soothes the inflammation
of breast glands. Its regular use fits and prepares every portion of the mother's
system for a proper and natural
ending of the term, and it assures
for her a quick, and complete recovery. Mother's Friend is sold at
drug stores. Write for free booi for
iixpectant mothers.
BRADFIELD ESGULATOE. CO.,
Atlanta, Ga- -

9
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Nine Lives of the Dandelion.
many

If a cat has nine lives how
lives has a dandelion?

TUESDAY, APRIL 18, 1911.

session of December.
New Mexicans,
of pahowever, have an overstock
tience, and yet another year's waiting will, no doubt, exhaust the supply.
Socorro Chieftain.

Women's Secrets

Is This L'bel?.
His full name is Daniel Archimedes McPherson.
His parents called
him Archimedes because they knew
he was always figuring on something.
The habit has staid with hira in his
later days, but with this difference;
the Lord only knows what, he is figuring on now. McPherson being a fam-il.name is acquired by divine right.
He was named after a Mr. Webster,
who did not write the spelling hook,
and another gentleman whose surname I do not remember, but whose
fame as a man among beasts was firmly established long before his illustrious name-sakset up a
business in the New Mexico political
den, on the banks of silvery, placid
dusty Rio Grande. His friends call
him Danny; his acquaintances call
him Mr.; the politicians call hira Hon.
his enemies don' call him at all. They
are afraid he might have it.
I call
him Mac
In topography Mac is a
step between H. B. Hening and Thos.
B. Catron.
In politics he is a step between the late lamented
Tribune-Citizeof Albuquerque, and an excellent weekly paper published in the
Middle Pecos Valley. At present he is
with the main end of the party, but
it won't last long. He'll be bawling-ou- t
the "gang" before the fish are biting. He is a living testimony that
all journalists are lean and hungry.
In this he is like Henry Allen, the
pride of Wichita, and William R. Nelson, who made Kansas City famous.
Neither of these gentlemen look as
Mac
though they were very hungry.
is the best judge of whiskey in Albuquerque, in fact, he does not drink it.
Mac says whiskey is bad for his rheumatism, which excuse goes in Albuquerque, where there are many who
spend their time in going in and comSuch
ing out and wiping their lips.
as these cast a pitying eye upon Mac,
standing there by the hydrant, and
thank their stars that they are
to rheumatism and its attendant
Some people think that Mac1
evils.
runs the best, paper in the new state
and there is reason to believe that
Mac encourages this idea.
Ever so
often Mac grabs up the office towel
for a club and lights on the occupants
of the Pie Counter, scattering them
to the eighteen winds of Albuquerque.
has vanish
When the last
ed around the corner in the direction
of the White Elephant, Mac surveys
the remains of the feast longingly, but
sighs, "alas, it is not for muh," and
trots off to the office of his city editor
who knows a good thing when he sees
Business at the
picks
it.
up and. at the White Elephant falls off
Two hours and
simultaneously.
minutes after the first coun
try saving edition is off the press the
people of New Mexico pat Mac on the
back, Max acting by proxy for the peo
Som,o read the. Journal to get
ple.
the news, and they are seldom disapOthers read it to see what
pointed.
Mac will say about them, and they
are never disappointed. Mac is stable
as the Rock of Gibralter in that he always does the expected thing. We-al- l
rather like to take Mac down in this- Pecos Valley News.

1
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This is the question that has bean
propounded to the agricnltuarl editor
of The Optic.
In following the interesting subject and securing evidence it has been discovered that so
far as the dandelion is concerned
there is no death.
It Is the emblem
or should , be, of Immortality. The
story of the hoop snake, which when
cut into several ..pieces, each piece
became a separate snniie, isn't in it
with the dandelion. One of the teachers in the city schools when testified in the investigation says that the
boys in her school dug up a bushel
of dandelions and a few days after
she found them in a pile blossoming
like a new blown rose, while others
were scattering anything else but
seeds of kindness, but tliey were seeds
that will bring forth dandelions galore.
There is no advice in the case of
dandelions more to the point than
that, of a man who received word
from the undertaker that his mother-in-lawas dead in n distant city
and asked what disposition to make
of her remains,
whether he would
prefer to have the hody embalmed,
buried or cremated, and he replied:
"Take no chances: embalm, bury and
cremate." The only thing to do with
a dandelion is to burn it or eat it
and if you do the latter don't drink
any water for a week or it is liable
One man who disposed ot
to grow.
dandelions in the latter manner said
that a few days after he could see The Sound Sleep of Good Health.
the dandelions growing through the
Can not be over estimated and any
Swat the dan- ailment that
pains in his stomach.
prevents it is a menace
delions. Las Vegas Optic.
to health.
J. L. Southers, Eau
Claire, Wis., says: "I have been unWells in New Mexico.
able to sleep soundly nights, because
Delegate William H. Andrews of of pains across my back and soreNew Mexico, has 'ntroduced nearly a
ness of my kidneys.
My appetite
dozen bills, the purpose of which may
was very poor and my general conseem strange to the general reading
dition was much run down. I have
They appropriate sums rangpublic.
been
Foley Kidney Pills but
ing from $1,500 to $5,000 for the dig- a shorttaking
time and now sleep as sound
in
use
of
wells
certain
for
public
ging
is
The reclamat- as a rock, my general condition
parts of New Mexico.
I
and
know
that
improved,
greatly
ion law which deals with the irrigatme."
ion of arid lands, authorizes Uncle Foley Kidney Pills have cured
Sam to dig or bore wells for his citi- For sale by all druggists.
zens, the water to be used for the
There are
purposes of irrigation.
many citizens of New Mexico who
have recently taken up arid or semi-ariPalace.
lands, and who want water for
E. M. Parham, Mogollon; John J.
their cultivation, but the reclamation
service claims that it has no money Fox, St. Louis; Francis E. Lester,
for that, purpose, which is likely true,
Park; Benjamin Titus, Deming;
Congress having had to authorize a John T. Muir, Lordsburg; W. P. Birch-fielbond issue of $i'o,0()0,000 for the comSr., Deming; Thomas Thompson,
pletion of the great irrigation pro- Aztec; E. F. McGinnis, A. R. Joyce,
Salt Lake; Mr. and Mrs. Samuel
jects already under way.
Chamita; Mr. and Mrs. D. W.
"These settlers of ours," said Mr.
Andrews today, "are struggling to get Stone, Mr. and Mrs. G. D. Horton, Denhomes for themselves, and must have ver; G. H. Van Stone, Estancia; S. G.
water for irrigation, but they are too Hartfield, H. W. Brown, Denver; A.
poor to pay the cost of digging or dril- B. Felt, Los Angeles; J. A. Myers, Des
ling operations out in that country. Moines; J. A. Eaton, Las Vegas.
Since the reclamation service will do
Montezuma.
nothing for them, it is necessary to
W. S. Hopewell, Neill B. Field, Albuask Congress to come to their assist- querque; George H.
Hunter, Las Veance. Pittsburg Chronicle.
gas; M. O'Neill, Cerillos; F. V. Quin-by- ,
Denver; F. L. Myers, William P.
Peculiar Statehood Situation.
Mills, Las Vegas; H. H. Brook, Buck-man- ;
As the days lengthen the prospects
Ralph H. Kinsloe, Albuquerque;
for statehood appear to wane.
And Daniel
Stern, Las Vegas; H. E. Myers,
yet we hear some comforting reports Los Angeles; C. W. Wright, Denver;
It seems C. R. Kimball,
from Washington, at that.
Abe
Albuquerque;
quite likely that some kind of resolu- Hixenbaugh, Ira Duckworth, George
seswill
tion
go through at the special
Woodhouse, T. L. O'Connor, E. G.
sion, granting statehood to both New T witty, Frank Bowles, Raton; J. M.
Mexico and Arizona,, but it seems Hartley, Buckman; A. H. Stearns,
equally sure that the resolution will Boston; Fred Hivest, St. Louis; H.
be so worded that it may be devoid of Hye, Denver; John A'. Laughton, Trinimmediate benefit.
idad; D. Lay ton, S. C. Pendleton, ChiThe difficulty is t hat the President cago.
with the Arizona constiCoronado.
tution and some of the Senators are
M. Chaves, Jr., Abiquiu; L. McJ.
the
with
equally dissatisfied
An effort will Donald, Detroit; E. C. Chapin, Los Anconstitution.
be made to reconcile the differences geles; J. James, Aztec; U. R. Martiand permit both territories to enter nez, Las Vegas; Frank Abeyta, AntoOne nio Naranjo, J. W. Emerson, Pecos.
the Union at the same time.
day the dispatches indicate this may
be accomplished, and the next day we WHAT DOES vPRESnjiESS REALLY
MEAN i
read a contradiction that blasts our
Flowers plucked yesterday, left in the
hopes.
living room, will not be found as fresh
So far as the special session is contoday as those plucked even days before
cerned, on the matter of statehood, which have been kept protected from the
only one thing appears quite certain, atmosphere and dust.
and that is, if the President refuses . Exactly the same thing is true of
Arizona admission the fate of New cooking fats. Most of them are packed
Mexico is sealed by an adverse action in tubs or
pails exposed
I the President insists to the air, dust or odors, and they
of Congress.
in quality. Cotto-len- e,
on a revision of the Arizona constitu- quickly deteriorate
however, is packed in sealed, airtion, then Congress will demand some tight pails. No matter how long it is
changes in the constitution of New keptv Cottolene is absolutely fresh "unTo comply with' these de- diminished in excellence, unimpaired in
Mexico.
mands will take time and time means strength" the real meaning of the
the delay of statehood to the regular word as given by standard lexicons.
pap-suck-

forty-t-

hree

:

There is one man in the United States who has perhaps heard
more women's secrets than any other man or woman in the
country. These secrets are not secrets of guilt or shame, but
the secrets of suffering, and they have been confided to Dr.
Jl. V. Pierce in the hope and expectation of advice and help.
That few of these women ha been disappointed in their exper cent, of
pectations is proved by the faci' that ninety-eigall women treated by Dr. Pierce have been absolutely and
altogether cured. Such a record would be remarkable if the
cases treated were numbered by hundreds only. But when
that record applies to the treatment of more than half-a- - million women, in a practice of over 40 years, it is phenomenal,
and entitles Dr. Pierce to the gratitude accorded him by women, as the first of
specialists in the treatment of women's diseases.
Every sick woman may consult Dr. Pierce by letter, absolutely without
charge. AH replies are mailed, sealed in perfectly plain envelopes, without
any printing or advertising whatever, uiion them. Write without fear as without fee, to World's Dispensary Medical Association, Dr. R. V. Pierce, Prest.,
Buffalo, N. Y.

DR. PIERCE'S FAVORITE PRESCRIPTION
3Vta.ls.es Weak Women Strong,
JSioXt Women. "VJColl.

Sierra County.
Operations on the Snake mine near
temHillsboro have been suspended
porarily because of an accident to the
pump at the pumping station on the
Percha. Oiierations are to be re
sumed on the Lady Franklin mine at
Lake Valley, according to rumor.
Two young men from the School of
Mines, named Batchelder and Ever-harare leasing on the Colossal on
South Fork. They are cleaning out
the old tunnel with a view to heavier

j

t,

sands.
Bulletin 398 may be obtained with- out cost by applying to the Director of
the United States Geological Survey
at Washington.
A

Dr. J. M. Brooks,
of
Jamestown, New York, was a visitor
to Chloride last week. He is a stockholder in the U. S. Treasury mine. He
visited the U. S. Treasury and other
stay.
mining properties during his
Will D. Snyder is doing assessment
work for Horace Kingsbury on the old
Wild
Continental property between
Horse and Poverty gulches.
Coalinga Oil District.
The United States Geological Survey's report on the geology and oil
resources of the Coalinga oil district,
ia the western part of Fresno and
Kings counties, California, by Ralph
Arnold and Robert Anderson (Bulle'in
C98) has just been reprinted to meet
the extensive demand for it.
The district described covers about
700 square miles and the report which
was first published a year ago, notes
about 550 producing
wells, which
range in depth from 000 to 4,000 feet
and penetrate from 20 to 200 feet of
oil sand.
The district is the leading producer
ia California and one of the most productive in the world. Its production
vi 1907 was 8,871,723 barrels, in 1908
it was 10,386,108 barrels, in 1909 it
was 14,47S,1S1 barrels and in 1910 it
was probably 18,000,000 barels.
The total quantity of oil taken from
the ground in the district to the end
of 1910 was about 70,000,000 barrels
ot 42 gallons each, leaving available
a vast store ot oil wmcn nas- - teen
roughly estimated at 2,727,000,000 baroperations.

BEAVERS'

CARNIVAL,

$4.15
Round trip rate from Santa Fe

Dates or saie Aprn
16th to 21st incl.
Return Limit April 23rd,

SCOTTISH

1911

RITES

"

REUNION.

SANTA FE, N. M.
April 17th, 18th, 19th,
One and one third fart from all
points in New Mexico to Santa Fe

and return. Dates of sale, April
16, 17 and 18.
Return limit, April 20th,

1911

"Santa Fe All The Way"
H. S. LUTZ, Agent.

CALIFORNIA

SUMMER

Excursions

SAN DIEGO,
LOS ANGELES,
April, 18, 19, 20,

SAN FRANCISCO,
OAKLAND,
April, 18, 19, 20,
May, 12, 13, 14,

12, 13. 14.

May,

NAR- -

ALBUQUERQUE
April 17th22nd, 1911

'

5- - 01

NOT A

Masonic Homecoming,
Elks' Meeting.

points.
The report describes the topography,
geology, paleontology, and oil in the
Coalinga district, and contains maps.

Ma-sill- a

Medicine

Mrs. F. Marti, St Joe, Mich., says:
"Our little boy contracted a sever
bronchial trouble and as the doctor'
medicine did not cure him, I gave hint
Foley's Honey and Tar Compound in
which I have great faith. It cured
the cough as well as the choking and
gagging spells, and he got well in a
short, time. Foley's Honey and Tar
Compound has many times saved us
much trouble and we are never withSold by all
out it in the house."
druggists.

,

Hotel Arrivals.

Reliable

COTIC.

rels
There are some persons who hold
the idea, the authors state, that under
ground resources of any kind are inexhaustible, but this notion is erro
neous.
When the oil in any field is
once exhausted it will not be replaced
within many centuries if ever.
It is
not impossible that the processes of
oil formation and migration are going
on constantl in some places, but such
slow
processes are so exceedingly
when measured in years that they
may be considered for practical purposes as
Pipe lines connect the Coalinga district with the seaboard at Monterey,
110 miles away, with San Francisco
Bay 200 miles away, and with other

d

loose-cover-

sections and other illustrations, besides a paper by Irving C. Allen on
the chemical and physical properties
of the oils.
It covers 354 pages and
contains 52 plates and 9 text figures,
including many illustrations of the
characteristic fossil3 of the rocks of
the region, which afford a means of
identifying particular strata from
place to place and of determining the
depth and position of the oil bearing

$49.15

$50.90
SAN FRANCISCO, CALIF.,

I

One way via Portland or Seatle, April, 18,
May, 12, 13, 14, 29, 30, 31.

19,

20,

$68.35

;

Return Limit, June 30th and July 31st,

1911

$25.00

ONE WAY
Colonist Tickets on Sale Until April

10, 1911

Santa Fe All The Way
For Particulars Call on, or Address,
H.

Santa Fe, N.

S.

LUTZ,"

Agent.

M."

R0SWELL

AUTO

CO.,

R0SWELL, N. M.

100 lbs.
Carrying the U. S. mall and
Baggage allowance
to
between Vaughn, N. M., and each regular ticket, excess baggage
Roswell, N. M., connecting wltb. the at. the rate of $5.00 per hundred lbg.
We are equipped to carry any kind
El Paso & Southwestern and Rock Island Railroads and the Atchison,
ot trunks or baggage, up to 1,500 lbs.
& Santa Fe Railroad.
rates are given for excurLeaves Vaughn at 8:45 a. m., ar- Special
for
sions,
eight or more passengers.
rive In Roswell at 2:00 p. m.
Leaves Roswell at 12:30 a. m., ar For further information,
write the
rive in Vaughn at 5:30 p. m.
Roswell Auto Co., Roswell, N. M.
pai-senge-
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ent result when the question is iinal'y public building at Las Vegas.
Kendall, $6; J. IS. Hayward, $7."; CHURCH
settled at the present session of ConGranting an increase of pension to New Mexican Printing Co , $fis.81 ;
W. L. Evans, $7i:;- Nicholas
gress. The House passed the bill in Martha McGregor.
Sena, Advertising
a single afternoon registering an overGranting an increase of pension to $1.75; M. ('. Closson, $7: J. T. Sandiums
Evaline H. Crichton.
$12: Victor Ortega, $i.y..indoval,
whelming majority.
To correct the military record ot Mulligan & Rising,
A big Japanese war story was ex-

I

'

-

it.-,..--

pockets had been
A Clammy Calmness.
inspired beforeA cold, clammy calmness appears hand with a little wholesome respect
to prevail among the ranks of New for the law provided for just such
Socorro Chieftain.
Mexico's politicians; but we can al- cases
most hear them thinking, away over
Not For Columbus.
here. Fort Sumner Republican.
mm
Of all the curses known or
of that could befall us the
A Senatorship at Stake.
Things must have a fairly prosper- worst would be the establishment of
ous look for statehood, else we hardly a saloon here, and this declaration
think Judge Fall would have deferred may be applied from social, moral,
It seems to us physical, financial or any standpoint
his trip to Europe.
A Western border
that It would take nothing short of you may wish.
a senatorship to keep him away from town, wholly without police protection and guerrilla war raging in the
the coronation. Bard City News.
adjoining nation, Columbus would
Another Pessimist.
soon be known as the toughest town
The papers continue to print ar- in the world.
Let us abandon the
ticles regarding the bright outlook idea that in order to grow in size and
for statehood for New Mexico. Some prestige we must have a saloon, and
even predict that Arizona has a all work for the greatest good. Col- chance of being admitted. Bryan umbus, N. M., News.
may be elected President Fort SumThe President Throws Up His Hands.
ner Republican.
mmm
The following message was receiv-ed at the Republican office by wire- That's Nothing.
The editor of the Deming Headlight less, but we cannot guarantee that itas it was receivsays his ideals of the dignity of man is literally accurate,
were rudly shattered on election day
when he saw election workers pulling day and our wireless operator had
and In other washed the sand out of his mouth and
voters by the coat-tail- s
a couple of times too often:
ways atempting to direct their votes. throat
These are the tactics of the profesWashington, April 10, 1911
sional politician and are scorned by Fort Sumner Republican,
Fort Sumner, New Mexico.
citizen worthy of
every American
the name. Silver City Enterprise.
Tell those Ricardo people that if
they will quit resolving I will disA Busy Man.
charge every soldier and sailor I have
1
credited with and beach every warship in
the
Delegate Andrews
and
TAFT. Fort Sumner Repubhaving introduced two hundred Mr. navy.
lican.
fifty bills in Congress Monday.
Andrews' enemies have accused him
What's This?
of almost all the high crimes and misdemeanors in the calendar, but not
on excellent authoriis
It
reported
one of them has ever yet had the as- ty that several Democrats who are
surance to charge him with having more or less prominent in the councils of that party, have gone to Washneglected any opportunity to promote
the interests of New Mexico in Con- ington to take a hand in the statehood
gress. Socorro Chieftain.
fight and that they are opposed to
the admission of New Mexico and will
You Can Hear a Pin Drop.
the Democratic house to withurge
Now that the territorial tax levy hold action or at least try to delay
Teduced, we the admission of this territory as long
has been very much
await with breathless expectancy a as possible.
word of commendation from' those
There Democrats, it i3 said, have
Democratic editors who have been received financial assistance from a
bawling themselves black in the face faction within the Democratic party
of the Republican which is
in denunciation
constitutionally opposed to
administration because of the alleged the admission of this territory.
high rate of taxation levied for con- ' A recent meeting of Democratic
Exducting the territorial affairs.
'
was held in Albuquerque but
cuse us, gentlemen did you say some- leaders
was taken on this matter,
action
what
thing? Socorro Chieftain.
has not been made public by those
participating in the caucus which was
Down on1 the Shooting Irons.
not a public affair. The meeting has
no
is
enough
law
If there
stringent
talk.
to prevent the promiscuous carrying caused considerable
At all events, several Democrats
of deadly weapons in New Mexico, it
said to
Is high time that such a law was pas- from New Mexico, are now
to
to
national
route
the
en
be
capital
recent
a
is
such
law,
If there
sed.
events cry out for its enforcement. take a hand in the statehood discusit is said,
There 'has been a perfect epidemic of sion and the developments
nnfl are ,HlflV
prowa nf mnw than naua.1
H.HHnsn ilirovl0oi
the vast majority of them would never interest both to the members of their
have occurred if the men and boys party and to the public generally. Alwho swagger abou' with guns in their buquerque Herald.
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Plays
green lights, and knocks the favorite
jockey in the head, Mrs. Joe Bren,

To all followers of horse racing,
glad tidings are now coming, as it is
learned that' on next Thursday, horse-racinwill again come into play, and
you can bet your head off on the
horses, and take the same chances
you did some time ago.
However, the inaugurator of the
races has decided to hold them at
night, as it was deemed necessary on
account of the fact that the racing
during the day took too many men
away from their business and kept too
many young people out of school.
So it has been necessary to hold the
races by gas light, and on next Thursday night, Santa Fe will have its
touch of this new sensation.
At the Elks Theater, where the Beavers will put on their big musical extravaganza, THE MASQUERADERS,
the entire plot centers on a hors-- race
with jockeys, stable boys, "touts,"
and the regular crowd, pulling for the
horse to win.
The horse in question is a horse
called Bluebird, who Is the favorite;
a villain "Curses, Foiled Again" enters the scene, to burglar music and

masquerading as the Yama-Yamdancer, decides to ride the horse at
the last moment and save the day or
rather night and all ends happily.
The events leading up to the exciting horse race are complicating and
excruciatingly funny, when the Dutchman mixe3 every body up on their
way to the races. This, interspersed
with a bunch of catchy songs, good
chorus dancing, and comedy that is
simply side splitting, is the bill of fare
the Beavers will dish out, as a sort of
after supper luncheon on Thursday
and Friday nights.
The seat sale started today at noon,
and it was like an angry mob at a ball
game waiting for the gates to open.
Tomorrow Mr. and Mrs. Bren will
be here to put on the finishing
touches, and the real good news is
that Mrs. Bren will take a part and
besides doing her song and dance
numbers, will do the famous Yama-Yamdance in which she has .been
such a terrific hit all over the country. There are still plenty of good
seats left, but you will have to hurry.
i

g
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dorsement
William Randolph
Hearst is a big feather in the cap of
Mr. Clark and has added somewhat to
the strength of the movement to make
the new Speaker a presidential candidate. Mr. Hearst designates Mr.
Clark as the "Party Pilot" and says
that the Democratic party "must
avoid unsound radicalism or dishonest conservatism." He adds that if
the progressives of the two parties
fail in their objects, that a new par-- !
ty composed of Democrats and Repub-- i
licans will be formed. His advice to
advisers to Democracy
is to go home and leave the work to
of

A. B. FALL IS INTERVIEWED.

(Continued

a

From Page One.)

oC Representatives proposes to give
Immediate consideration to the Canadian reciprocity matter, and certain
phases of the tariff which have been
previously outlined. The Democrats
propose that a "great many articles
now protected by the
tariff law, shall be placed upon the
free list, including meats of all kinds,
flour, timber, sewing machines, salt,
plows and agricultural implements,
leather, hoots and shoes, and barb
wire fences. Wool and cotton will be Champ Clark.
Baseball.
considered when the reciprocity agreement and free list measures are out
Perhaps the country at large does
of the way. It M expected that this not realize the importance the great
proposed legislation will arouse a big national game of baseball plays in
the affairs of the government
The
light.
Good Work for Clark.
season opened April 12th, and there
There is a general expression of ap were 16,000 rooters in the ball park.
proval of the administration of Hon. President Taft threw the ball which
Champ Clark as the Speaker of the opened the game, and among the specHouse of Representatives. The com- tators were a large portion of the
mittee on Ways and Means having members of Congress, and most of the
taken the responsibility for the ap- high officials and clerks who were
pointment of committees out of Mr. able to get away for the afternoon.
Clark's, hands, the usual dissatisfac- Washington is already baseball mad,
tion expressed by members who have and on any afternoon where there is
met with disappointment in their as- a game, it is about as safe to look for
signments, has been carefully con- public officials at the park as in their
cealed, and no one has thought to offices or at the departments.
Popular Election of Senators.
charge their ill successes to the preWhile Popular election of senators by dir-siding officer of the House.
Mr. Clark is a partisan in every sense ect vote of the people failed In the
of the word, he has always been ad- j Senate in February by four votes. It
mired because of his absolute fairness is generally supposed that the changes
to political apponents, and things are that have been made in the organizarunning exceedingly smooth. The en tion of that body will register a differ
Payne-Aldric-

h

'

j

j

ploded in Wasihngton and throughout
the country during the week, but
President Taft killed it so early that
no effect was noticeable.
with whjoh the
The smoothness
House majority is attending to its affairs is almost unheard of in Congresto be a
sional history. There
the
perfect understanding among
Democratic members, and if the present peaceful condition is continued,
the length of the session will be maThe only rumor
terially shortened.
of discontent is in relation to patronage matters, but these differences are
in no way serious.
The new House of Representatives
contains 228 Democrats and 100 Republicans and one Socialist. There
in the Senate
are two vacancies.
there are 50 Republicans, 41 Demo
crats and a vacancy from the state of
Colorado.
Bills Introduced By Andrews.
The following bills were introduced
in 62d Congress, 1st session, April 10,
1911, by Delegate W. 11. Andrews and
referred to proper committees:
For the relief of Fernando Baca.
Granting an increase in pension to
Antonio Jose Mares.
Providing for the construction of a
public well at Byried, N. M.
Providing for the construction of a
test well at Newkirk, X. M.
Granting a pension to Antonio

John D. Hopper.
To correct the military record of
dro Talamante.

Isi-

trict.
Granting a pension to Ignacio Salazar.
Granting a pension to Frank A.
Pfefferle.
Providing for the construction of a
public well at Venus, N. M.
Granting a pension to R. J. Jamison.
Granting an increase of pension to

Sutherland.
For the relief of the heirs of John

D. M.

Lemon, deceased.
Granting a pension to Grace L.
Lebo.
Granting a pension to Charles G.

Sherer.
For the development of water for
irrigation purposes in Chaves county, N. M.

Providing for the construction of a
public well at Hyer, N. M.
Authorizing the territory of New
Mexico to sell and transfer certain
school lands to the town of Melrose,
Curry county, New Mexico.
Granting a pension to Bertie E.
.

Wade.
To amend section one of the Act of
August 4, 1S92, by permitting the en
try of land chiefly valuable for commercial sand and gravel under the
Placer Claims Law.
Granting a pension to Anna Pierce.
For the relief of Vicente Frequez.
For the relief of Jdse Salazar.
For the relief of the heirs of Diego
Antonio Sanchez on account of losses sustained through depredations of
the Navajo Indians.
Granting an increase o pension to
James F. Bandy.
Granting an increase of pension to
Charles E. Bonsall.
For the relief of Dolores P. Ben

nett.
Granting a pension to Benjamin F.
Gumm.

Granting an increase of pension to
William J. Worden.
To correct the military record of
Jose de Jesus Romero.
Granting a pension to Dr. Wilmont
E. Brown.
Granting a pension to Gus M. Brass,

Jr.
Granting a pension to Dale C. Cook.
For the relief of Juan C. Jaramillo.
To provide for the exchange of national forest timber in New Mexico
for private lands lying within the exterior limits of the Zunl national forest.
Granting an increase of pension to

J. M. Rice.
To remove the charge of desertion
against the military record of Robert
Bunts).
Providing for acquiring a site for a

April

3,

1911.

insurance on The
Court House the Hoard order d The in
suranee now carried by Mrs. I. A
PROCEEDINGS OF THE BOARD
Harvev he canceled, and that she be
OF COUNTY COMMISSIONERS,
requested to return to the county th- unearned premium , for the following
Sanfa Fe, N. M.. A. D., March 22, 1911. reasons
on the 19th day of
The Board of County Commission March, 1910, said L. A. Harvey was
rs met in a special meeting. Present: requested to write $2,500.00 insurance
Hon. I. Sparks, chairman: Alfredo to cover on the Court House for the
I.ucero, commissioner, and George W. term of five years, a policy was writ- In the matter of the ten by said agent to the amount or
Armijo, clerk.
assessment of the Simon Vigil heirs $2,000 instead of $2.5n0, but a prem-fo- r
the year 1910 of Precinct No. 14, ium on $2,."00 was charged the county
the Board ordered said assessment the fact that the County Commission-tbe cancelled, having been that said ers being under the impression that
property had been divided among the they had $300 more insurance than
heirs, and each of the said heirs make was really in force might have result-return for their part individually, ,u jn considerable trouble in case of
and the collector and the treasurer nre.
is hereby ordered to collect this roll
In the matter of the claim of W. L.
accordingly.
Evans, the following resolution was
The collector and treasurer is here- adopted by the Hoard:
of

i

o

a
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exemption to
by ordered to allow
Francisco Quintana for the year 1910.
The collector and treasurer is here
by directed to allow the exemption tn
Maria Nestora Abeytia for the year
1910, Precinct No. 13.
of Benito Vigil to be issued

under

the-

present information, the Board has
that said precinct has less than 500
inhabitants; And Therefore. License
to be issued to said Benito Vigil with
the understanding that later the inforGranting a pension to Mrs. John H. mation from Washington show that
there are more than 300 inhabitants;
Leighner.
For the relief of the widow and the said Benito Vigil has to pay the
full amount of the said License.
heirs of Juan D. Montoya.
To remove the chai se of desertion
Being no further business the Board
from the military record of Cristobal adjourned subject to the call of the
Chairman.
Martinez, alias Martin.
I. SPARKS,
Granting an increase of pension to Attest:
GEORGE W. ARMIJO,
Chairman.
Benjamin W. Patterson.
Clerk.
Providing for the construction of a
public well at Ingleville, N. M., in the By J. T. SANDOVAL. Deputy.
Gramma valley.
For the relief of Emijiano Martinez.
For the relief of Roman Moya, administrator of the estate of Pablo
Moya, deceased.
Granting a pension to Carey C.
Seemuller.
Granting a pension to Martha E.
Clark.
Granting a pension to John W. Irwin.
Granting a pension to Lou Butler.
Granting a pension to Geo. Leihy.
For the relief of Santiago Boney.
Granting an increase of pension to
Placido Salazar.
Granting an increase of pension to
Leroy Shakespeare.
Providing for a site for a public
building at Alamogordo, N. M.
Granting an increase of pension to
Charles 'R. Gentner.
For the relief of Atanacio Casaus.
Granting a pension to Alvina Mc- Abe.
Providing for the construction of a
publio well at BuKtoti, N. M.
Granting an increase of pension to
Otto Smith.
Granting an increase of pension to
Sybilie Grossart.
Granting a pension to David Kelly.
Granting an increase of pension to
John P. O'Conner.
For the relief of the heirs of Pablo
Eugenio Romero.
Granting an increase of pension to
Benjamin F. Adams.
Granting an increase of pension to
Eleno Samora.
Authorizing the territory of New
Mexico to sell and transfer certain
school lands to the village of Deming.
To create an additional land district in the territory of New Mexico,
to be known as the Socorro land dis-

the matter

In

".

(SEAL)
Santa Fe, N. M., April 3d, 1910.
The Board of County Commissioners met in their Regular Session at
9 o'clock a. m.
Present: Hon. I.
Sparks, chairman; Jose Ortiz y Pino
and Alfredo Lucero, commissioners;
George W. Armijo, clerk, and Charles
C Closson, Sheriff.
In the matter of the assessment of
Edward L. Bartlett, heirs of, Precinct
No. 7, on the Galena Chief Mining
Claim for the year 1910, Cerrillos Mining District, the collector and treasurer is hereby ordered to correct the
assessment of Galena Chief to read
acres at $15 per acre, total $300,
20
and the one made by Prince to be corrected to read 20
acres, and the
one that the Assessor made against
the same parties for a larger number
of acres to be destroyed.
In the matter of Akers and Wagner Furniture company for the payment of the funeral expenses of Edward Krumpegel and Adelino Blea, old
soldiers, and the account of Longino
Sanchez for the funeral of Pablo Baca
an old soldier, the county being without funds for the said purpose, the
said account is hereby ordered returned to the pension department and
have them presented as provided bj
law.
In the matter of the assessment of
Cruz Vigil, the District Attorney is
hereby directed to look up said assessments against Cruz Vigil and to allow
said Cruz Vigil his exemptions, for the
2

years

1903

and

1904.

In the matter of Fidencio Garcia for
claim against the county for land
taken for road purposes, the matter
was referred to I. Sparks and Jose
Ortiz y Pino for adjustment of the
same, and to acquire deeds for the
different people for a right of way of
said road.
In the matter of J. M. K. Nagel, Jr.,
appearing before the board and certifying as follows: At the time that
his assessment should
have been
made he was sick and therefore he
could not make his assessment at the
time, and J. K. Nagel certifying that
he was out of the country at the
time and did not make any return,
and hereby is recommended that the
penalties charged on the said property
be stricken off.
In the matter of the application of
the Belle Land and Development company asking the Board of County Commissioners for a franchise in the
county of Santa Fe, the same was referred to their next regular meeting
for further action.
The following were audited and apJ. V.
proved and ordered paid,
Conway, $125; J. V. Conway, $27,50;
Norman L. King, $30; F. G. Beck &
Co. $28.50; New Mexican Printing Co.
$21.20; City of Santa Fe, $200; Ricardo Alarid, $6; Benito Ortiz, $30;
Winter Grocery Co., $39.50; Valentin
Gonsalez,
Medrano, $20; Inocensio
$30; R. H. Hanna, $46.23; E. C. Abbott, $164.92; Celso Lopez, $131.93; E.
C Abbott, $1,117.79; T. Alarid, $745.69;
E. C. Abbott, $385: George W. Armijo,
$345.60; Ed. L. Safford, $206.40; Capital Coal Yard, $191.70; H. C. Yontz,
$5.75; Colo. Tel. Co., $2.35; Seligman
Bros. Co., $34.50; O. C. Watson & Co.,
Tel. Co.,
$200; Santa Fe Electric
$54; Juan Ortiz, $124; Ambrosio Ortiz,
$120; A. (B. Renehan, $20.50; Adolfo
Alarid, $1; Santa Fe Hdw. & Supply
Co., $56.80; Norwall Mfg. Co., $30.20;
Ceferino Baca, $150; Reyes Montoya,
$15; C. J. Bacon, $4.08; Benito Alarid,
$151.50; Jacob Wcltmer, $20.15; C. H.
Fruth, $5; Ceferino Baca, $2; J. L.
Seligman, $114.20; David Knapp, $25;
F. B. Huxmann, $2; M. A. Cawley,
$7.90: Carl I. Chase, $1.25; R. T. Hynd
Paulln Gar$5; Celso Lopez, $18.07;
cia, $14; Alfredo Lucero, $242.30; I.
Sparks, $202.25; Trinidad Alarid, $4.70;
Edwin V. Seward, $11; Benito Martinez, $16; Miguel Martinez, $14; Dem- Co.,
ecio Baca, $1B; Fischer Drug
$14.75; Jose Ortiz y Pino, $212.65; M.
A. Cawley, $54; Valentin Medrano,
$13.35; H. S. Lutz, $47; Santos Ortiz,
C.
$51.70; Eluterio Ortega, $16; M.
McNitt, $8.62; Jim Coleman, $2; W. H.
Musgrave, $2; C. C. Catron, $1.90;
t:

Akers

Wagner Furniture Co., $92.50,
New Mexican Printing Co., $164.80;
&

$S71.82; Colo. Tel Co.,
$7.45: Ricardo Alarid, $98. 35; Santa
F Water & Light Co., $156.80; A. L.
C. C. Closson,

Whereas, W. L. Evans was obliged
to pay $70. S3 taxes, interest and cost
for the year 1904, for the purpose of

preventing the sale into other hands
o.' a tax certificate, No.
1340, upon
a certain ranch purchased
by him
from the Twitchell Estate, and it ap
.
peanng that the said taxes had been
paid by R. E. Twitchell to E. C. Ah- hot. District Attorney, in the tax
suit pending and that said tax was
by him paid over to George W. Knae-- j
bel. Treasurer and Collector, and it.
appears from the Treasurer's books
that same was paid but never credit-jeto said property; Now, Therefore,
!Be It Resolved, that the said W. L.
Evans be reimbursed in the sum of
S70.S3, by warrant to be drawn by the
Clerk on the Delinquent
Tax Fund
into which said fund the same was
originally covered.
In the matter of the petition of the
residents of Cerrillos and Madrid and
o Precinct No. 3, of Santa Fe, for the
purpose of building a bridge at each
of the above mentioned places; the
Board ordered the County Surveyor to
make plans and specifications and estimates for the same and to present
the same to the Board not later than
the first day of May, A. D. 1911.
AlUpon motion ot Commissioner
fredo
Lucero and duly seconded,
Ramon Garcia y Mestas was duly apof
pointed janitor for the period
three months from the first day of
April, 1911.
the
Upon motion duly seconded
Board adjourned to the call of the
Chairman.
I. SPARKS,
Chairman.
Attest :
GEO. W. ARMIJO, Clerk.
Bj J. V. SANDOVAL, Deputy.
(SEAL)
.
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Jenkins of
Presbyterian.

Mr.

Widespread attention has teen attracted to the policy of one of Milwaukee's churches in endeavoring to reach
as large a number of people as possible with a knowledge of its services,
their nature and aims, and the desire
of the church to affect the spiritual life
of the community.
This is Immanuel
Presbyterian
church, of which Dr. Paul B. Jenkins
is pastor.
Beginning with its street
car cards, the church has met with
results so definite as to lead it to extend its methods to include announcements mailed to business men and Vi
the use of the regular advertising columns of the press.
Blotters bearing
the name of the church and mention of
its services are regularly placed on
writing desks in hotels.
Dr. Jenkins says:
"There is nothing sensational about it. We are simply trying to do the business of the
kiugdom of God in a business like
way; that's all. We believe absolutely in conversion as the indispensable
entrance upon the Christian life, but
we believe that a man must come to
church if he is to be reached by the
message of the church. And we believe that any man will come if he is
once convinced that the church has a
message for him that he would be interested to go and hear. And we are
trying to convince him."

SELLS

FIELD

NOT

GOODS

I

AH

FOR RENT

'

House

unfurnished.

or

furnished

D. L. Lowitzki.

WANTED A firs'Hafig
salesman
to handle our Franklin Water Purifier
or f toiler Compound in Texas, Okla-- !
Kaunas and New Mexico. Ex-- !
salesman preferred. Give
as'. exirfTience and references with
jajilication. The Franklin Oil & Gas
Co., Bedford, Ohio,

j

,

'

--

.

TYPEWRITERS.
Cleaned,

adjusted and repaired. Xevr
platens furnished. Ribbons and sup--'
plies.
Typewriters sold, exchanged
and rented. Standard makes handled,
All repair work and Typewriters guar-- .
anteed. Santa Fe Typewriter Ex-- j
Phone 231.

change.

FRATERNAL

SOCIETIES

MASONIC.
Montezuma

Lode

No. 1, A. F. & A. M.
communiKeguiar

cation first Monday
of each
Masonic

at
at

month
Hall

-

7.30.
H. H. DORMAN,

jCHAS. E. LINNEY, Secretary.

Master

Santa Fe Chapter No.
Advertising Only Salesmanship on
per Less Personality of the
Seller.

1,

Pa-

Newspapers cannot sell goods, never could and never will, but only sell
the field. It's up to the advertiser to
do the rest. There are few advertisers who do not think the publisher
is to blame if they get no returns. I
have had them say to me, in an
tone, "I don't get a single inquiry." Yet I am absolutely certain
hundreds of readers to whom that paper goes spend thousands of dollars
annually for the product this man is
trying to sell. Is the publisher to
blame? Why one advertiser gets returns and another doesn't is simply
because the successful
one understands human nature and knows what
arguments pull business. Advertising
after all, is simply salesmanship on
paper, less the personality of the man
For this reason it
selling goods.
must be written to the point.
The pulling power of an advertisement depends on these things.
It
must be in the right medium; It must
be attractive; It should be changed
often. The argument must be logical
and the statements made must be
proved. Reasons ought to be given
for every assertion made. Illustrations
SAFE rVEDICINE FOR CHILDREN. should be arguments themselves not
Foley's Honey and Tar Compound merely space fillers. Prices should be
is a bate and effective medicine tor used wlienever pubbIPIc. If me auver-tise- r
will do this he cannot say adverchildren as it does not contain opiates
or harmful drugs. The genuine Foley's tising does not pay him, for it will.
Honey and Tar Compound is in a yel
low package. Sold by all druggit
Advertising In Eve's Days.
Ben S. Jacobs, a director of the PilNOTICE FOR PUBLICATION.
grim Publicity association of Boston,
addressed the students at the MassaSmall Holding Claim No. 1418.
(Serial 012528 Not Coal, Pecos For- chusetts Institute of Technology on
"Psychological Points in Advertising."
est).
He told his hearers that advertising
Department of the Interior,
really started in the garden of Eden.
United States Land Office.
One of two definite states of mind is
(Republication)
necessary, Mr. Jacobs said, to sell
Santa Fe, N. M., March 15, 1911.
goods. One is necessity and the other
Notice is hereby given that the
wing-named
claimant has filed no- is desire. Advertising may exploit
tice of his intention to make final necessity or create the desire, and the
and chosen medium should be
proof in support of his claim under copy
sections 16 and 17 of the act of March adapted to one or the other, as the
case may be, and any medium which
3, 1891, (26 Stats., 854), as amended
reaches any considerable number of
by the act of February 21, 1S93 (27
burdened with necessity or
Stats., 470), and that said proof will people to
likely
respond to the desire in
be made before Register and Receivmind has a distinct value as a carrier
N.
S.
land office, Santa Fe,
er at U.
of the advertiser's message.
M., on May 5, 1911, viz: Nicario QuinFirst among these mediums, he
tana, of Rowe, N. M., for the claim
came the printed word
141 S, being the W
Sec. 28, pointed out,
SW
and the printed picture, and it is this
SE
the
and
NE
SE
NE
fact that makes the great newspapers
Sec. 29, T. 16 N., R. 13 E., N. M. P. M.
and magazines of today a practical
He names the following witnesses
and an economic factor in
to prove his actual continuous adverse possibility and
demand of the world's
the supply
tract
of
said
for
twenty goods and their distribution.
possession
of
years next preceding the survey
the township, viz:
Vicente Quintana, Antonio Roybai,
both of Pecos, N. M., Cleofes Garcia,
Cayetano Garcia, both of Rowe, N. M.
Darts.
Any person who desires to protest
sometimes
against tha allowance of said proof,
changes "failure" to "success"
or who knows of any substantial reajust as one view dissolves into
son under the laws and regulations of
another at the moving picture
such
the Interior Department why
show. It is hard to tell when
proof should not be allowed will be
failure ends and success begins,
given an opportunity at the
but we seem to think we can
time and place to
almost see It.
the witnesses of said claimThey say that a business
ant, and to offer evidence in rebuttal
must either be a success or a
of that submitted by claimant.
failure.
MANUEL R. OTERO,
some
However,
businesses,
Register.
Kke some people, simply stand
still until a galvanic battery
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION.
wakes them up.
That galvanic battery Is usuDepartment of the Interior.
ally advertising their own or
some one else's.
U. S. Land Office at Santa Fe, N. M
March 17, 1911, ,
Notice is hereby given that Lucian-itRibera of Pecos, N. M., who, on
March 11, 1904, made homestead enWant Riches? Then Advertise.
try amended Dec. 2, 1910, No
"If you want to succeed in business
SW
for N
Sec. 27, SE and
get rich, advertise," was the keyand NE
NE
SE
section note of a speech made by Samuel
28, township 17 N., range 12 E., N. M.
president of the Commonwealth.
P. Meridian, has filed notice of inten- Edison Electric
company of Chicago
tion to make fina! five year proof, to the other day. "Much of our comestablish claim to the land above de- pany's success," said Mr. Insuli, "has
scribed, before Register and Receiver, been due to regular and persistent adU. S. land office at Santa Fe, N. M., vertising. The whole secret of sucon the 6th day of May 1911.
cess may be summed up in the words,
Claimant names as witnesses:
'Early to bed, early to rise, work like
Trinidad Apodaca, Crestino Ribera, the dickens, and advertise.' "
Pablo Gonzales, Toribio Gonzales, EnThe Artistic Temperament.
rique Ribera, all cf Pecos, N. M.
David Blspham was undersoine tie
MANUEL R. OTERO,
ministration of the ship's barber.
Register.
I 'opes," said the barber, "that we
shall 'ave the
of 'earin' you
Foley Kidney Pills contain In con- at the concert pleasure
tonight"
centrated form ingredients of estab"No," explained the famous singer.
lished therapeutic value for the relief
"I've
bad a long and exhaustive sea
find cure of all kidney and bladder
son In America and within a few days
ailments. Foley Kidney Pills are an- I am to
open in London. I have detiseptic, tonic and restorative. Re- cided not to do anything on this voyfuse substitute. For sale by all
age."
druggists
"It's the same way with me," said
the barber, understanding. "When
If you want anything on earth try I'm hashore
I never looks at a razor."
a New Mexican Want Ad.
Success Magazine.

R. A. M.

Regular

second

convocation

Monday of each month
at Masonic Hall
p. rn.

JOHN H. WALKER,
H. P.

ARTHUR SELIGMAN, Secretary.

'""'H

Santa Fe Conimandery

fY--

No- -

1

K- -

T-

Regular

"
conclave fourth
day in each month at
Masonic Hall at 7:30

Sj.."
Tj'-

Mon-Jpw-

P. m. '
CHAS. A. WHEELON, E. C.
W. E. GRIFFIN, necorder.

S,.

Santa Fe Lodge of
Perfection No. 1, 14th
Ancient

degree.

and

Ac-

cepted Scottish Rite of
Free Masonry meets on

the third Monday of each month
at 7:30 o'clock in the evening In
Masonic Hall, south side of Plaza.,
Visiting Scotish Rite Masons are cor- -'
dially invited to attend.
S. SPITZ,

32

Venerable Master.
HENRY F. STEPHENS, 32
Secretary.
B. P. O. E.

Santa Fe Lodge No.
460. B P. O. tt hol.la
its regular session on
the secDtid and fourth
Wednesday of each
month. Visiting brothels are invited and
welcome.
A. J. FISCHER,
Exalted Ruler.

J. D. SENA,

Secretary.

follo-

Independent Order ot Beavers.
Santa Fe Dam No. 80, I. O. B. holds
its regular session at 8 p. rn. Meetings
first and third Friday. Visiting Brothers are always welcome.
EDWARD C. BURKE,

President

i.

J. .M:.1S,
F. W. FARMER
Homestead No.
2879.
Brotherhood
of
American Yeomen
Meets
Second
and Fourth Thurs
days,
Deigado's
Hall. H. Foreman,
C. G. Richie, Cor.
Sec. Mrs. Daisy

4

4

Farmer.

Advertising

above-mentione- d

cross-examin- e

a

7843-0371-

2

4

4

4

1-- L

'

Secretary.

BLANKS

Printed and foi sale by New Mexican Printing Company, Santa Fe, N.
Mex.

Butchers' flonfi.
Sheriffs' M:

i-- J

- Report of LA
sh'
censas.
New Mexlc.
e Court Reports,
Nob. 1 and 2 .
aer, I6.E0 a volume; 3 to 12 mcluBwe. J3.30 each;
fone"n Digest of New Mexico Reports, full sheet, $6.50. Postage 25c.
Retail Liquor License. 60 in Book,
2

$3.00.

General License, B0 in Book, $3.00.
Nos. 13 and 14. $2.70 each. Postage
25c each.
Notification pi Change Is Assessment by Assessor, 100 in Book. $3.75.
Assessor's Notice ot Assessment,
iOO

in Book. 75c

County Superintendent's Warrant,
50 in Book, 35u.
Poll Tax Receipt, 60 in Book. 26c.
Poll Books for City Election, g
pages, 60c.
Proof, Testimony of
Claimant,
full sheev
Desert Land Entry. Declaration of
fuli sheet
Applicant,
DeposIMon of Witness.

J

sheeu
.4
Final Proof.
hot
Contest Notice,
sheet ,
Yearly Proof.
t I -- ueet '
Affidavit to be filed before contest,
i-- 2

2

1-- 2

t

sheet

Affidavit of Contest

Against

Hon--

Resident Rntrvmnn
1.4 .hw
Notice of Intention to make final
eheet
proof,
Additional Bntr,
sheet
320 Homestead Entry,
IS
2

2

sheet

Relinquishment
Township Flats,

:i
1- -t
1-- 4

sheet
sheet
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every indication that the Walton Sowill be a large one this summer.
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(Continued fcrom rage One.)
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The Department of the Interior has can dollars 44; amalgamated
territory led in the high averages and
The weather lor New Mexico
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Corn May 49
with a light shower at 1 p. m. and;naving increased to such an extent
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question is asked every property own- "making a scene."
DEPARTMENT
Oats May 311-2- ;
er in the new advertisement of the.
BAKERY
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FORGET
Pots Do Good Work In clear and cooler at night. A heavy';
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Smudge
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called to tne change of ad of O. C. it is almost 4,000 feet lower than are much amused at the letter recent-- i which will amount to an expenditure
WOOL MARKET.
Watson and Company telling of four Santa F and two hundred miles
St. Louis, April 18. Wool unchangij- mauea at tne omce nere aaaressea.on
the part ot ine lessee ul i.
kinds of insurance; various kinds of
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Anniversary of Lexington Tomor- of Curry county commissioners
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pilation Corporation Laws, 75 e. Comous success.
pilation Mining Laws, 0 c Money's
and
FOR SALE Household goods
1
Dieest of New Mexico Renorts full
oa
curih
want
icy
anythinff
you
Gaiistco street.
lurnisnmgs at sol
sheep, $6.50; full list school blanks.
a New Mexican Want Ad.
Co.
&
(2
Call at any time.

no.

Andrews "Cash" no.
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MARKET REPORT

Misses Flo
Queen of the Carnival :
Moore, Eloisa Delgado, Lucy Napoleon and Lena Baca. The votes will be
counted from tomorrow on and
nounced thereafter daily.
One Good Turn Deserves Another
Kvsrvbody should turn out next week
N
and boost the carnival under the ausBand
pices of the First Regimental
as all know very well that the band
X
entertains the people of this city all
S the year around. A good turn de- -

4

T

GROCERY and BAKERY
Best, per

VEGETABLES

4

44

;

!

:-

,,.,

15.52-1-2-

;

j

F. Andrews

i.l

far-thp- r

five-rea-

;

jj

The Giving of Easter Gifts

I

S S E SI

j

1

j

Your Roof

.VI

10,-00-

!

SC V

f

Should be the Best

T T

I

Weather

'I

the

p

--

Ladies Ultra Shoes for

r.o

$3.00 a Pair

'

j

non-conduc-

yy

W$

uB.

2

A

mm&m

The Santa Fe Hardware
,

2

Supply

New
In
Our
Outfit
Easter
Your
Choose

Fashion Department.

The

A

Ladies Will Need to Get Busy for Their

Fashion

Dep't.

Ladies Suits and Skirts.

Easter Gowns.

Always on the alert for new
ways of benefiting our cus
tomers, this store, with its
accustomed enterprise, will
inaugurate from now on the
most advantageous and
convenient innovation ever
attempted.

Complete and Authoritative

Here our patrons will find positively

the very latest and most advanced styles
in every thing that is newest and best in
ladies dress. Here are shown the identical fashions all the well dressed women
in the large style centers are now wear& suggesing. Here you will find hints
tions for your new Spring Suit. Regardless of what you select you can rest
assured that it is positively the best value
'

Ell "Si"'

"

for the money you could possibly get.

Whether you buy or not, at least come-s- ee
this magnificent display of the NEWEST SPRING FASHIONS.

t

